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MATTERS OF MOMENT.

OFFICIAL decisions on the Protocol in Great 
Britain are: hanging fire considerably, owing 
to the decision of all the Dominions, except New 
Zealand and the Irish Free State, that it will be 

■impossible in the near future to discuss the matter 
at a round table Conference. What the next step 

Will be does not appear to have been decided so far. 
Any attempt to rush a final verdict would have unfor
tunate results. All the omens point to a continuance 
of general discussions in the Press -and elsewhere, 
with the prospect of having the whole matter 
thrashed out afresh at the Sixth Assembly next 

- September. This may very well be the best thing 
that could happen.

**$$

labour and the Protocol.

AN extremely important joint meeting of the 
Executives of the International Federation of 
Trade Unions and the Labour and Socialist 

International (the second International) was held 
at Brussels at the beginning of January. Various 
Solutions urging ratification of I.L.O. conventions 
Were adopted, and perhaps the most interesting 
discussion, apart from that on the visit of a British 
trade-union delegation to Russia, took place regard- 
ng the Geneva Protocol. A resolution was adopted 

Which, "while recognising the imperfections of the 
geneva Protocol,” declares the instrument to mark 
a definite progress in the cause of the peace of the 

t world, and urges the entire Socialist and Labour 
moVement of all countries to concentrate its efforts 

on obtaining the ratification of the Protocol and the 
convocation of the Disarmament Conference,since 
the.-only alternative appears_to be an attempt to 
attain security through special treaties of assistance, . 
which would lead to a system of opposing, alliances, 
and increase the peril of war.

* * * *
Dr. Luther and the League.

THE new German Government will, if it lasts t 
long enough, have to decide about applying 
for membership of the League. As a whole it must 

be reckoned less favourable to Geneva than its 
immediate predecessor, inasmuch as the Nationalists ; 
are directly represented in it. At the same time, 
Dr. Luther,. Dr. Marx’, successor asChancellor, 
evidently desires to follow the late Government's 
foreign policy with few changes, and his references 
to the League in his opening speech to the Reichstag 
suggest, that on the whole he is more in favour of it 
than not. One‘step already announced is the 
definite reversion to the eight-hour day, though 
that this decision was taken for internal reasons— 
i.e., with a view to conciliating the workers — and for :' 
no others is clear enough. At the same time, the ; 
observance or otherwise of the Washington Hours 
Convention by a Great Power is a matter of impor
tance to the whole International Labour Organisa- 
tion. If Germany carries out her declared intention 
there will be less excuse than ever for the failure 
of this country and France t) embody the pro
visions of the Washington Convention in our domes
tic legislation.
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Germany and Article XVI.

ONE task that will devolve on Dr. Luther will 
be. the handling ofcertain negotiations already 
begun between Berlin and Geneva. The German 

.Note to States represented on the Council, asking 
whether they were in favour of Germany’s being 
made a permanent member of the Council, have 
now all been answered, and all in the affirmative. 
A further Note has, however, been addressed to the 
Secretary-General raising the question of the 
obligations that might fall on Germany under 
Article XVI of the Covenant if she joined the 
League. The last German Government apparently 
took the view that it would be dangerous for Ger
many in her unarmed state to give passage to League 
troops sent (let us say) to support Poland against 
an imaginary war with Russia, on the ground that 
if such troops were unsuccessful, and Russia ad
vanced westward, Germany’s passive participation 
in the, operations would bring on her a Russian 
attack, against which she would be powerless to 
defend herself. The danger seems remote, and there 
can be no serious question of putting Germany on a 
different footing from other members of the League 
in regard to Art. XVI. (Recognition of Switzer
land’s historic neutrality was hardly the same 
thing.) . In any case, it is a matter with which only 
Assembly can deal. The Council has nothing to do 
with the admission of new members.-

***$
A Long Rope for Opium.

EVENTS sometimes take strange turns, and it 
is possible that before this issue of Headway 
appears the Second Opium Conference at Geneva 

may somehow have survived the crises which have 
threatened to submerge it. The belief that Lord 
Cecil, going out as first British delegate, might have 
a new policy in his pocket, was justified when at the 
opening meeting of the adjourned Conference he 
unfolded the Government’s offer to, end opium-smoking 
finally fifteen years after China,, had sufficiently 
cleared herself of poppy-growing to remove the 
danger of smuggling into British territories. What 
this means is that Great Britain, having pledged 
herself in 1912 by the Hague Convention to the 
" gradual and effective ” abolition of opium-smoking 
in all her territories, decides in 1925 on a policy which 
may produce abolition by about 1945 or thereabouts, 
though even of this there is no sort of guarantee. 
The argument that opium cannot be kept out of 
places like Singapore while it is being produced 
wholesale in China, undoubtedly has substance. 
On the other hand, it is fatally easy for dependencies 
depending on opium for a large part of their revenue, 
and concerned lest its abolition should cause some' 
unrest among their Chinese population, to throw up 
their hands and declare they can do nothing till 
China does. All that can be said is that if the process 
of abolition proves as effective as it is going to be 
gradual, our posterity may see the complete end of 
the evil.

***$
A Hint from Rumania.

■N interesting note from the Rumanian Finance 
Minister has been received at Geneva suggesting 
that the League might with advantage undertake 

on behalf of his own and other countries in Europe 

the. same. kind of financial operation as nas proved 
so beneficial in the case of Austria and Hungary. 
The proposal opens up prospects of some imports^ 
It is. obviously something of an anomaly that the 
first and, apart from the Greek Refugee Scheme, the 
only, countries to benefit so far by the League’s 
financial intervention have been two of the four 
States opposed to the Alliesin the : War,: Many 
Allied States, notably Rumania, Jugo-Slavia and 
Poland, found it none too easy to raise needed loans 

‘on acceptable terms. The League could undoubtedly 
be of much assistance to them. The question, however, 
is whether such States would be prepared to accept 
anything like the kind of financial supervision which 
the League is exercising in the case of Austria and 
Hungary. It was that more than anything else 
which induced British and American investors to 
lend their money to those countries.$$**
Germany and the Saar.

CONSIDERABLE disquiet has been caused by 
a persistent rumour, that it is the intention ofI 
the League Council at its March meeting to recom- 

mend the re-appointment of M. Rault as Chairman 
of the Governing Commission in the Saar for yet a 
sixth year. There could be no defence for such 
a decision. . It has always been clearly understood 
that five years would be the extreme limit of M. 
Rault’s tenure of this. office. No criticism lies 
against M. Rault himself, but the whole purpose.] 
of the introduction of League government in the ] 
Saar was to ensure absolute fairness of treatment 
for the German population, and from the League’s ] 
point of view it is essential not only to be fair, but 
to be seen to be fair. To retain the Chairmanship 
of the Commission in the hands of its one French I 
member for five years is-in itself a policy open to 3 
grave objection. To extend that period to more a 
than five years would be to lay the League Council 
open to the most damaging criticism. The decision 
taken in December that the first Presidents of the 
proposed League Commissions on the disarmament 
of ex-enemy countries should, in the case d 
Germany, Austria and Hungary, all be Allies, 
has done much to alienate German opinion from 
the League. To take a false step in the Saar 
would still further stimulate anti-League tendencies 
in Germany.

»**$
Senator Borah and the League.
MHE fact that Senator Borah has now

Chairman of the-L succeeded Mr. Lodge as
Foreign Relations Committee of the American 
Senate lends considerable importance to a state
ment he has just made on the general question 
of world peace. Mr. Borah stands for a world 
conference to clear up economic difficulties, for 
the codification of international law and for a definite 
outlawry of war as a method for settling inten 
national disputes. What strikes one, of course, 
regarding the statement is that very little except 
inherent political preconceptions separates Senate 
Borah from the League of Nations. It is true that 
he considers even the Protocol falls short of W 
ideals, because, under certain circumstances,; 
permits war still to be waged. That is true only 13 
the sense that the Protocol does provide for thesus 
of collective force by the whole society of nation 

■ ■ : st a lawbreaker who takes up arms. That, 
Ag4ver, is what Mr. Borah appears to criticise, 
Qo"e is among those who believe that submission 
fasoutes for arbitration should be universal, but 

H t no provision should be made for enforcing 
tldgments. This is clearly a position which com- 

I Ss respect, though it may not command 
"dement. But when Mr. Borah says, " To my mnd the necessity will not arise for the enforce- ment! It lies in getting the nations to agree to 
sUbmit their questions to a Court,” he is really brought face to face with his own difficulty, for he docs” not suggest how compulsion- to submit 
disputes can be exercised.

**g#
Egyptian Prospects.
—HE situation in Egypt seems normal—if any

thing, rather quieter than normal. The British 
Government is keeping itself well in the background, 
Ind there is no talk of any immediate action likely 

ict the League of Nations. The condominium to
in the Sudan is evidently to be maintained—at any 

late, for the present. No question of the possibility 
of a mandate for that area, therefore, arises. Opinions on the general policy and action of our own Govern- me t remain divided. Most Union members will agree 
with the view taken by Mr. Lowes Dickinson in his 

|article on another page, and already anticipated in 
the last issue of Headway, that on two points, at 
an rate—the amount of the indemnity and the
question of the Nile water—the Government was at 
fa in ignoring the League. Beyond that, opinions 
difier, as they quite well may. The problem is 
complex, and perfectly loyal supporters of tire 

■eague can with complete sincerity hold opposing 
| yiews about it. Not to recognise that would be much 
less than liberal. * $ * *

■riels and Mortar.
QUILDING is in the air at Geneva. As far as 
Dthe new Labour Office is concerned, it is literally in the air—that is to say, its upper storeys are— and a photograph lately published in the English 
Papers shows something very like a finished edifice. 

Hat, of course, only applies to externals. The 
interior is still in an elementary stage. Meanwhile, 
details of the competition for plans of the new 
Assembly Hall are being worked out at Geneva by 
a special committee of experts. Sir' John Burnet, 

well-known Glasgow architect, being the British 
member. There has been some criticism in a Dutch 
Paper on the fact that the competition is to be open to citizens of States members of the League, not to the whole world. There is not much substance 
K the complaint. Neither Afghanistan nor Mexico 
y 11 suffer much from the exclusion, and there is 

eay no reason why United States architects shoud in this case be asked to compete. There 
■ oud oc enough talent in the 55 States composing 

—eague to meet the comparatively modest needs ° the occasion.
: **eaSeneva and Naples.
A, AUESTION of considerable importance to 

| L| gsingss men has arisen in connection with the 
thehe Ports Convention concluded at Geneva in 
" u umn of 1923, providing, among other things, 

against " flag discrimination ”—stipulating, that is 
to say, that all vessels of whatever nationality shall 
receive the same treatment in the ports of any of 
the signatory countries. Italy, according to Sir 
Kenneth Anderson, the Chairman of the Orient 
Steam Navigation Co., is at present exercising 
serious discrimination in the port of Naples in an 
attempt to secure the immigration traffic to 
Australia for Italian liners, instead of British. 
Italy is a signatory of the Ports Convention, and 
deliberate infraction on her part would be a serious 
matter. The question will, no doubt, be taken up 
by the Transit Commission at* *
The League at Singapore.

Geneva.
**

the foundation of ais towards
—sub-office of the League of Nations Epidemic 

Commission at Singapore are now being taken, 
Dr. Norman White having left Geneva in the middle 
of January to set the office actually on its feet. 
The more the League can extend its activities in 
Asia the better. While the influence of the Labour 
Office has been beneficially felt in countries like 
India, China, Japan and Persia, it is obviously 
difficult to make the League as a whole a reality 
in Asiatic countries to the same extent as in Euro
pean. In view of the importance of the health 
question in Far Eastern ports, the new sub-office, 
even if it can be for the moment little more than a 
clearing-house of sanitary information, should serve 
an extremely useful purpose. Interest is added to 
its creation by the fact that the money required is 
being found by the Rockefeller Foundation in 
America, *
Ecuador Arriving.

* #

THE entry of Ecuador into the League appears 
to be impending, and, should it take place, 
the whole of the States of South America will be 

members of the League. Ecuador, it will be 
remembered, is in the same position as the United 
States, having signed the Covenant, but never 
ratified it. Opinion, however, has now changed, 
and the Foreign Affairs Committee in the Ecuador 
Senate appears to have approved of a proposal of 
its President that application for entry into the 
League should be made. The appointment of an 
Ecuador Minister at Berne, which has just been 
announced, is regarded as the first step in this 
direction. Another Latin-American State which 
appears to be moving slowly towards the League is 
Mexico, her association with the International 
Labour Organisation having lately been under 
discussion at Geneva.

****
Support from Beyond.

IT is said that Lord Northcliffe has become a strong 
supporter of the League of Nations. The state

ment was made at a remarkable meeting held a week 
or two ago at the Queen’s Hall to hear testimonies 
from various friends of the late newspaper proprietor 
who claimed to have established spiritualistic contact 
with him. To note as a matter of manifest interest 
the declaration regarding Lord Northcliffe and the 
League involves no expression of opinion either way 
on a subject which leaves ample room for both 
credulity and scepticism.
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THE MOVEMENT IN FRANCE.
By Bertrand de JOUVENEL. ;

FROM a purely superficial glance at the twenty-two 
groups or associations forming the Federation of 
French Societies for the League of Nations it might be 

believed that there is no real movement in favour of 
the League in this country; that a few students and 
a few Members of Parliament make up the whole of 
the public which understands anything about the 
League and wishes for its progress. That would be a 
wholly false view.

I will appear very paradoxical if I contend that the 
League needs in France no such support as that given 
by. the League of Nations Union in England, because 
the League is no party issue, because in 1920 everybody 
over here believed in the League, and that our task was 
to make people hope a little less from it, so that they 
should despair the less when they discovered the League 
to be still weaker than they had thought, and incapable 
as yet of lifting the weights they would have heaped 
upon its shoulders.

Take France after the Treaty of Versailles. Alsace- 
Lorraine is returned to her. The houses, the fields, the 
factories are ruined, but “ l’Allemagne payera." It 
seems that Germany is going to be so effectively dis
armed as to allow France a long rest from military 
efforts and deadly alarms. We have some colonies 
entrusted to us we never had asked for. What else 
should we wish for? Not a Frenchman but 
thinks only of rebuilding Europe. France is satisfied. 
The League is looked up to as the instrument needed for 
European reconstruction. Nobody would dare lift 
a finger against it. Some are sceptical, but they are 
silenced by the voice of the whole nation.

Take France'two years later. Germany has not 
begun paying, nor, has she shown much goodwill in 
disarming. Poincare comes into office. He will enforce 
the payment of Reparations and the accomplishment 
of the conditions needed for our Security. The doubts 
about the League have spread since the country chose 
the man whose methods are the furthest away from the 
spirit of the League. But, after all, what has the 
League done to justify the faith it had awakened ? 
Perhaps it was given no chance of doing anything. 
Undoubtedly the Big Four objected to its butting in 
on their little quarrels and schemes. And M. Bourgeois 
had to admit when the Council met, as I believe, in July, 
1920, that the Brussels Conference would not be allowed 
to deal with either Reparations or Inter-Allied 
Debts. When the promoters of the League started 
boycotting her, how could you expect the people to 
stick to her ?

It needed a year and the occupation of the Ruhr 
to show the majority of the French people that 
M. Poincare’s way was not a good way, and, moreover, 
not France's traditional way. In January, 1923, the 
French Universities' Group for the League of Nations 
was born. Now, I put down this date because our 
youth is supposed to be militarist and won over to the 
doctrines of authority. Well, at the very moment 
when France was broken up in two camps—those who 
wanted “ la manire forte ” and those who wanted to 
call in the League—we were able to set up a non-partisan 
group and make it prosper. We had only to say : 
" Whether you believe in an international solution to 
this materially or morally impossible situation of 
France, you have no right to turn your back on our only 
chance of such a settlement." And men who went out to 
occupy the Ruhr had tlleir names put down at our office.

Well, it came to be that our estimates of the cost 
of the Ruhr occupation were verified, and that every
body became wise to the fact that we exasperated 
German nationalism.

On the other, side,. the League availed itself of its 
chance. The Treaty of Mutual Assistance, which Lord 
Robert Cecil, now Viscount Cecil, had outlined to us 
when he came over to give a lecture at the Institut 
Oceanographique, was drafted at the Fourth Session 
of the Geneva Assembly. It made disarmament 
possible without depriving us of every means of safety. 
The stipulation that complementary treaties would be 
recognised gave satisfaction to that large section of 
French opinion which could not believe in the ratifica- 
tion of so binding a treaty by States not actually exposed 
to invasion.

We made it our task, since we students were enabled 
to do more for the League than merely expecting unseen 
wonders of it, to explain to the French people that this 
was the maximum the League could do for us, that we 
must show some comprehension of the conditions in 
other countries, and help the foreign societies kindred 
to ours by proving ourselves a pacific country incapable;! 
of misusing the terms of the Treaty so as to throw our 
associates into a new conflict. The autumn of 1923 
saw the beginning of an intensified propaganda.

We formed in the heart of the French Federation a 
smaller Committee of Action, made up of the three most 
powerful associations—the oldest, “ I’Association Fran- 
aise," whose president was the rector of the- Sorbonne, 

and became the honorary president of the Universities 
Group; “I’Union Federate des Mutiles, Anciens Com- 
battants, Orphelins, et Veuves- de Guerre," the first 
and foremost union of ex-servicemen to fight for the
League ; and our own group.

The four tracts published by the “ Comite d'Action" 
have sold by hundreds of thousands, together with the 
leading articles of the Revue de Paris, dealing through ! 
six months exclusively with the League, and obtained by 
Robert Lange, the secretary and soul of our/group, from 
the leading statesmen of every country, they enlight- 
ened French opinion as to the possibilities of the League.]

It has been our permanent object not to raise foolish 
hopes, not to create such a state of mind as would demand ! 
that every problem should be solved by the League.! 
but to train the people to look out for the best way, fori 
some way, Of preserving peace.

We got up a separate library at the " Faculte de 
Droit,” and leading jurists, as well as politicalmen, 
came into small commissions formed so as to give any 
student interested in the League and willing townite 
on questions relating to it every opportunity of getting I 
information and guidance.

Our universities group had organised seventy sections 1 
by the spring of 1924. At that time it was brought 
into close contact with a Czecho-Slovak group, and then 
a British group." An International Union of university 
groups sprang out of a meeting at Prague-, whereuen 
mans and Americans were also present.

This assembly in Prague helped us understand the 
foreign ways of looking at things, and gave us mu®: 
strength in France by entitling us to speak in thendm 
of the opinion of international youth. Then came 2 
1924. The League of Nations was .made a platiorm 
by the Left, and when the Left won it carried us on " 
waves of triumph. . ,

Our task was becoming difficult. It is up to.us n0 
to show what we can do with the League. t me 
be admitted that the last Assembly has not made 
League very popular in France. The only way J 
making it unpopular is to prove it inefficient: (o 
rumours of non-ratification of the Protocol WAillS 
about do much towards hampering our , action the 
must be understood that the non-ratification 0 
Cecil-Rquin Treaty of Mutual Assistance hit us Enow 
severely. If this is going to be repeated I do not " 
where we will -be !

EGYPT AND THE LEAGUE.
By G. Lowes Dickinson.

I that both points of view prevailing in League
10, Regarding Egypt should be stated, the Editor of 
" Headway " has invited Mr. Lowes Dickinson to clivibate the following article. The opinions

Repressed, of course, commit no one but the writer.
— HE coup d’etat of the British Government in

Egypt, which was discussed by Mr. Wilson Harris in the last issue of Headway, seems to deserve and 
require some further comment; and I am grateful for 
permission to offer it.
Mr Harris says that. " no one can view the record 

witl satisfaction." 1 agree, but 1 go further; I view 
it with dismay. To my mind the action taken by the 
British Government resembles, in every important 
respect that taken by the Austrians after Serajevo, 
or by the Italians after Corfu. True, the "legality” 
of our action is formally correct; and I should be the firt to admit that the British are past masters in the 
art of making clean the. outside of the platter. But 
when they have done that, they seem to think it does

nuch matter that they should be “ ravening wolves ” 
in. For, apart from the question of legality, what 
te difference between our action and that of the 
rnments referred to ? We assumed, without trial, 
complicity of the Egyptian Government; having 
made ourselves both plaintiffs and judges in our

nol ■ 

wi" is 1 go 
the 
t!
own cause, we proceeded to affix a penalty; the penalty 

Iwas a fine of half a million pounds, precisely the same 
amount as that selected by the Italians to impose upon 
the Greeks; and if we did not have to bombard Alexan- 
■ria, that was because our strategic position was already 
so strong that we could seize the loot without resistance. 
The loot will be paid by the fellah, who is as innocent 
las the man in the moon ; and the Egyptians, only the 
more resentful because they are powerless, will enter 
upon years of sullen conspiracy against the British 

■Most Englishmen, I suppose, will be indignant at this 
way of putting the case ; for the English, in their own 

Ryes, are always right. “ The Egyptian Government,” 
they will say, “ really were responsible.” How do 
they know ? The Daily Mail, probably, told them so. 
put if, indeed, that responsibility be so evident, why did we not refer the matter for judgment to the Inter- 
nalional Court ? “ Oh, it was a domestic question.” 
Ili as it ? Of course we say so but after all we also say 
■hat Egypt is an- “independent” State. I should 
suPpose the law to be a little difficult. But, even if the -case be domestic, that does not debar us from 
getting a judicial settlement. The fact is, simply, that 
Weprefer to be judges in our own cause. And, inciden- 
tally it may be remarked that that is the real, though n0 the legal, meaning of " sovereignty," and the reason 
Why sovereignty is so popular. For everyone wants to Da judge in his own cause, and international affairs 
ds . only ones left where that is possible. Lord 
ECll, indeed, is reported to have said that he " did not 
KoW what article of the 'Covenant applied to the 8ePuan situation.” He must surely have forgotten 
i e II referred to by Mr. Harris; oris that ruled out, 
Ioune British view, because Egypt though “ inde- 
S1 ent, is not a nation or a state ? It must be very 

Emw t to be dependent on a great Power for an 
oy;er to the question whether, at any moment, one 
exstsornot J

agneed hardly speak of our one-sided pronouncement 
ItanMr 16 Soudan. Mr. Chamberlain himself -does not 

about- to defend it in cold blood. The essential fact 
E e Soudan is that it was reconquered, largely 

by Egyptian troops, paid by Egypt, but trained by 
the British ; and that while we have administered it, 
the Egyptians have paid for the administration. I 
daresay it is a good thing that we should continue to 
administer it. What cannot be a good thing is that we 
should take the opportunity of the murder of the Sirdar 
to settle a dispute about the Nile water in our own 
interest. If any other government had taken such 
action we should have been bursting with virtuous 
indignation. As we took it ourselves, we look down. 
our noses and fall back on " legality.”

“ But,” says Mr. Harris, “ Mr. Chamberlain promised 
more than once to give the League Council in Rome 
any explanations that might be desired, but in fact none 
were asked for.” No doubt. What happened, in all 
probability, were friendly conversations, somewhat of 
this kind : “ Well, you refused to bring in the League, 
where your own interests were concerned. Very good. 
We don’t mind. But remember, one good turn deserves 
another. Similar occasions may arise in which we shall 
desire to take similar action or inaction. You, of 
course, will keep quiet then, as we are doing now ? ” 
A wink, and the thing is agreed, and a new nail driven 
into the coffin of the League.

It is this that is the real moral of our action. We 
had the chance to show, in a matter where our passions 
were aroused, that we stood by the new international 
order, even though our feelings clamoured for the appli
cation of the ancient law of force. If we had taken 
that course we should have strengthened the League 
in a degree out of all proportion to the actual importance 
of the case, For almost the first time in history, the 
world would have seen a great Power deliberately - 
refusing to impose its own “justice” in one of those 
cases commonly included under “vital interests ” or 
“ honour.” For the first time, there would have been 
evidence that the strong, even in dealing with the weak, 
preferred right and truth to vengeance.

That is why the matter is of more importance than 
seems to be generally realised. The “ respectability. ” 
of the League, at present, the number of people, of all 
parties, who nominally accept it, obscures the real 
differences of view as to its function and its future. 
Ruling out, for the moment, those very powerful groups 
whose only object is to destroy the League (among 
whom we are .pretty safe in including the great bulk of 
military and naval officers and the permanent officials 
of the War Office and the Admiralty), we have at least 
two views which are, in fact, radically opposed, though... 
they may work together for a time. The one holds 
that the League may be a useful adjunct to deal with 
certain tiresome disputes of minor importance, about 
which nobody wants to go to war- or not yet. The 
other desires that the League should become so strong 
that it will rule out war altogether. I should be sur
prised if it were not the former view, rather than the 
latter, that is represented by the present Government..

Thus, to take another case, it is, to say the least, ironic, 
that it should be the British Government, rather than 
any others, which threatens the Protocol. There are, 
of course, genuine difficulties involved in its acceptance. 
But it is one thing to face these difficulties and to try 
to meet them ; it is another to use them to destroy the 
project, and to fall back on the old anarchy of com
peting ’ armaments and alliances. During the next 
five years that choice may have been made, and made 
irremediably. The importance of the Egyptian action 
is that it is one step on the downward course. But 
how -quickly it may be followed by others, until 
no return is possible! “ Facilis descensus Averni.” 
And for how many people, even though they do not 
know it, that hell is the end of all their striving !
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THE LEAGUE FOR BEGINNERS.
VI. THE PERMANENT COURT.

By Clinton Fiennes.'

SHERE is still a good deal of misunderstanding as 
to what the Permanent Court of International 
Justice is and -what it does. . The Court, as it may be 

called for short, is a definite part of the League. It 
was" created by the League and its expenses are paid 
by the League. ■ For various reasons it sits at the 
Hague instead of at Geneva, but it has no real resem
blance to what used, loosely and inaccurately, to be 
called the old Hague Court. That was, in point of 
fact; not a Court at all, but simply a list of eminent 
people- belonging to different countries who were ready, 
if anyone’asked them, to form a little committee or 
board of arbitrators to consider a particular dispute 
between two nations, , :

The present Court is something quite different. It 
is very much like one of the. ordinary higher British 
Courts,, such as the Court of Appeal, or the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council, except that its judges 
are rather more numerous. There are, in point of fact, 
eleven judges, with four deputy-judges to fill up any 
cccasional vacancies due to illness or some other reason. 
They are appointed for the long term of nine years, 
and can be re-elected. That means that the work 
of the Court is intended to be their main business in 
life. The Court has regular sittings, beginning each 
year in June, but.it can be called together at short 
notice if special business requires it.

The judges are well, but not extravagantly, paid. 
They belong to eleven different nations, one of them, 
Dr. John Bassett Moore, of the United States, to a 
country not a member of the League. Long before the 
League was ever formed, the question of creating such 
a Court was. discussed, but fatal difficulties always 
arcse. In particular, the great States and the small 
States could not agree as to how the judges should be 
chosen.

When the League came into existence, the difficulty 
was solved in a simple but interesting way. The judges 
clearly would have to be appointed by the League, but 
would they be elected by the Council, where four Great 
Powers at that time held four permanent .places out of 
eight seats, or by the Assembly, where, of course, the 
small States have a huge majority ? Neither plan 
would have been likely to be accepted. The Great 
States would have objected to one, the small States to 
the other. It was, therefore, decided that the Council 
and the Assembly should both elect the judges, voting 
separately and simultaneously.

As a matter of fact when the voting took place at 
the Assembly of 1921, there was very little difference of 
opinion between Council and Assembly. Nine out of 
the eleven places were filled on the first vote by men 
whom both the Assembly and the Council wanted, and 
on the remaining two'places as well,as on the four 
deputy-judges agreement was very soon reached. The 
bench as now constituted consists of an Englishman 
(Lord Finlay, a former Lord Chancellor of England), 
a Frenchman, an Italian, a Japanese, an American, a 
Spaniard, a Brazilian, a Cuban, a Dutchman, a Dane 
and a Swiss, while the four deputy-judges are a Ru
manian, a Chinese, a Jugo-Slavian and a Norwegian.

The Court has been working since its foundation 
much harder than was ever expected. It does not deal 
with every kind of dispute between nations, but only 
with, those which can be described as of a distinctly 
legal character, resting, for example, on some recognised 
principle in international law, or some such question 
as the interpretation of a treaty. A great many 
disputes; which. come to the League to settle cannot 
be passed on to the Court, because they do not fall 

within its sphere of action. The first dispute of 11 
for example, that concerning the claim of the • 
Islands to be transferred from Finland to Sweden 
would not have been a matter for the Court, tven if th ’ 
Court had existed at that time, because tvhat was in 
question was nothing legal like a treaty or agreement 
but whether it was reasonable on broad grounds’that 
the alleged wishes of the population should prevail

• But not* by any means all; even of the cases suitabl.. 
for the Court ■ actually - come before it.- There.is no 
compulsion in the matter, though many people think 
there should be. No nation, for example, need wke 
its dispute to the Court unless it wants to. Themer 
fact that its opponent may want to is not enough 
Both of them must agree freely to go there of their 
own accord, except in cases, whichBare nowgetting 
numerous, where a treaty, on any subject betwcen two 
or more nations, contains a clause to thetfiect that 
disputes arising out of its interpretation shall,he settled 
by the Permanent Court. In that case, of course, any 
nation that has signed the treaty must abide by its- 
pledges, and when there is a dispute let the Court 
decide.

In. addition to this, something like 20 Statcshave, 
of their own accord, signed an agreement among them-I 
selves that any disputes arising between them and 
suitable for the Court shall be dealt with by the- Court. 
No Great Power has as yet done this, but strong hopes 
were held out at the Assembly of 1924 that allMembers 
of the League would take this most important step. J

The Court has been extremely useful to the League-- 
Council in deciding for it immediately legal questions; 
in disputes that had come to the Council to settle. The 
most important in many ways was a dispute between - 
Great Britain. and France in 1922. The question; 
broadly was whether, in French Protectorates in South 
Africa, persons enjoying British citizenship should be; 
liable to conscription. France said they were, Great 
Britain said they.were not. France, moreover, argued: 
that hr such Protectorates she could do what she liked,; 
and that the matter, therefore, did not form one of those 
international questions which could be properly referred: 
to the League. After long discussions, in which France 
refused every kind of arbitration, Great Britain brought 
the matter before theLeaguc Council, under Article 
XV of the Covenant. France then gave way, and 
agreed that the question of whether the disputcwas 
really international should be referred to the.Court.) 
It was properly, argued'there by the British Attorney-, 
General and distinguished French lawyers, and a verdict 
was given in favour of Great Britain.

. Another interesting case was one brought directly 
before the Court by the Allied Powers against Germany.; 
Under the Treaty of Versailles, the Kiel Canal must 
be kept open to all nations both in peace and war, and; 
Germany had prevented the passage through it of an 
English ship called the “ Wimbledon,” carrying arms 
for Poland, which was then at war with Soviet Russia. 
Germany stopped the ship, saying that the rules ot 
neutrality compelled her to do so. This matter, too,, 
was argued before the Court, which, by a majority (its 
decisions have no more to be unanimous than those 0 
the Court of Appeal or the House, of Lords intis 
country), gave a verdict against Germany. It 1 
interesting to note that on this occasion a Germal 
sat on the bench, as it is laid down that any 
appearing in a case before the'Court may .have a ju g 
of its own nationality temporarily sitting. n ' 
other cases referred by the League Council to the-inst 
verdicts were, given in favour of Germany.ag40 
Poland. Altogether the value of the Court had, by ms 
end of 1924, been abundantly proved, and there se . 
some. small danger that, instead of getting- too " 
business, it may soon get too much.

1 judge 
nation

WARFARE by poison.
-eCISSION of the question of warfare by poison 
--inles to excite considerable interest; among .. 
00 of HEADWAY, so much so that*,unfortunately, 

! readersossible to print in full the letters received on ! 
it is imPot Two in particular, however, call for special , 

i thesuone is from the Central Office of the i
Women’s' International League at Geneva. The 
wit having read previous letters in Headway, 
h submitted them to Miss Gertrud Woker* Secretary : 
hhrCommittee Against Scientific Warfare, docent and 
of of the Laboratory for Biological Chemistry of the 
University of Berne, who. sends a series of comments 
from which the following are extracts

„ Your correspondent wishes to prove that poison gases 
humane arms by pointing out that mortality caused

I them is smaller than thatbrought about by explosive
I Mifis. This affirmation is based: on the minimum of 
I mottality, where protection by masks can be fully pro- 

ided; but it does- not take- into: account that in most
I cosessuch aprotection is not possible.
I “ A gas attack, on the seat of government would: mean 
I the death of thousands of innocent people, children first 
| of all and sickness for practically the whole generation.

“Let us see the-effeets:.oftwo poison gases.-which, were 
I used during: the World War; first, that of Phosgen, used

Dv the Allies-; then that of Dichlordiaethylsulfid, called 
' Yellow Cross ‘ by the Germans, Mustard gas by English

I and Americans. ' ,
“ The effect of.Phosgen on the lungs has been.described 

I in English as ‘ dryland drowning ’; the patient is literally 
I suffocated by the fluids of his own body.

■ " Dichlordiaethylsulfid is heavier than air.. It gets 
I divided into its smallest particles, and, sinking down to 
I the.- soil, permeates- like a fine mist houses and clothes. 
I Anybody-breathing this poisoned air, or putting his, foot 
I on the. soil,is .carrying death to his own. home. The poison 
| shows itsvffect after several hours only, and then it is too 
I late to bring help. The more delicate-the-skin the more 
I horrible the effects, so that children will always- be the first 
| victims of a gas-attack on the civilian population.

“This is what your correspondent calls ‘the most 
I efficient and the most humane weapon the League can 
I . adopt to enforce law and: order internationally.'"

On the' other hand, the original writer,. who is 
I precluded, for gopd reasons, from signing his name, 
I defends his thesis., in . a letter in which heobseryes:—

“The thesis of- my original letter was that poison 
I gas is, on the whole, less brutal than any of the more 
■ conventional methods ofc warfare. It is dangerous to 
I prophesy the direction of future developments: in gas 
I warfare, but certainly during the Great War, the tendency 
I was away from the lethal gases: and. towards lachrymators, 
I vesicants,' etc., the recovery rate' from which was'very 
| high indeed; Poison gas is the only weapon susceptible of 
I limitation as to its effects upon enemy personnel. Shells 
I and bullets cannot - be- so controlled:':, as only to cause 
I temporary disability, while,a humane choice of gas caw 
| achieve this end.;1 The®difficulties'at Amritzar or the 
| Four Courts, Dublin, could have been solved without loss 
I of life or any. permanent damage whatever by the use of 
j lachrymators, which would have dissolved the multitudes 
I into undignified: but quite harmless tears

“Guns and high explosives have only limiled peace-time 
( - aPPlication and are ruthless weapons in, time-of war.

Their production must' and; cant be- controlled: It is 
; slowly becoming recognised that*. adequate. international 
f Control of the production of poison gas is impossible by 
; Teason of- its widespread manufacture and: use for

’’Numerable legitimate industrial purposes. Aconscien- 
. 1005 study of the peculiar features of gas warfare tends 

todestroythe old feeling of loathing associated with this
I "eapon and persuades one of its suitability as a means of 

enforcing international law and order under League 
vPices. However great our hatred ., for -war and its. 
WAP0ns may be, let us avoid singling out for special 

I ' uPobrium that weapon which, infact, has shown itself to 
"steleast harmful in results to its victims."....

LABOUR AND THE PROTOCOL.

AN extremely, important discussion on the Geneva,
Protocol took place at the joint meeting of the 

International Federation of Trade Unions and the 
Socialist International at Brussels at the beginning of 
January. Though the meeting was private, considerable 
information about it has appeared in the French Press. 
The French and Belgian Labour leaders, MM. Leon 
Jouhaux and Vandervelde in particular, strongly 
supported the Protocol, and there-was-associated with 
them in this attitude Herr Wels, the chief German 
delegate. Curiously enough, the British delegation 
adopted a neutral attitude, on the ground partly that 
the Party in this country had not yet committed itself 
on the Protocol, and partly that they were opposed to 
its adoption while the provisions of the Versailles and 
other treaties still remained immutable, and while 
Germany and Russia were still outside the League; 
The German delegates apparently even went so far as 
to express surprise at the British attitude, taking the 
view themselves that.the Geneva Protocol was a historic 
act which had already made a profound impression in 
Germany and which the German: trade unions were, 
resolved to see ratified.

M. Jouhaux has summed up the Brussels discussions 
by declaring, in spite of the non-committal position of 
the British, that“ the Geneva Protocol is henceforth 
supported by the unanimous opinion of organised 
Labour throughout the world.” According to M. 
Vandervelde, if France and Belgium are to lose the hope 
of securing in the Protocol guarantees of collective 
security, Socialists will find it quite impossible to prevent 
them from falling back on special treaties of guarantee, 
such as a direct agreement between France and England, 
or* a guarantee of Belgium’s territorial integrity given 
by France and England. Both of these courses would 
be open to grave and obvious objection.

This reasoning appears to have prevailed, for the 
whole of the Continental delegations, including, it is to 
be noted, those of Germany and Austria, cordially 
supported, a resolution declaring that it was .the duty of- 
allLabour and Socialist movements in all countries to 
endeavour to secure the ratification of the Geneva 
Protocol; Apart from the abstention of the.; British 
delegation, voting., in favour of the resolution was 
unanimous.

STANDING ALOOF.

ONLY two Union pamphlets have seen the light in 
January, both of them issued’at twopence; and both 
of them consisting of full reports of recent public utter

ances by two prominent supporters- of the1 League. 
One contains a notable speech delivered by Lord Grey 
of Fallodon at Croydon in support of the Geneva 
Protocol. The other reproduces the very striking 
sermon preached by the Bishop of Winchester in St. 
Paul’s Cathedral in connection with, the League of 
Nations’ London Week in November. The case for the 
League can rarely have been put-more forcibly from any, 
pulpit than in the address based by Dr. Woods on the 
text; " In the day that thou stoodest aloof." A single 
quotation must-'suffice* and it will suffice.

“ It [the League] ..holds, the field.. If its critics, can 
produce a better scheme let them produce it if not, 
let them join up-; - let,them, at least avoid the charge 
of treachery to humanity : which- flames out in this 
bitter jibe, ‘ In the day that thou stoodest aloof.’ "

Both pamphlets should be particularly useful at publiq 
meetings,
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THE OPIUM FIGHT.
HE Opium Conferences resumed their chequered 

fl course at Geneva in the middle of January, and at 
the moment of writing the Second Conference is moving 
through a series of crises the outcome of which is not 
yet apparent. The position when delegates dispersed 
towards the end of December was that a Convention on 
opium smoking in the Far East had been framed by the 
First Conference and denounced in scathing terms by 
Bishop Brent, the American delegate. The view was 
widely held that the signature of this document would 
do more harm than good, and it was urged in various 
quarters that the British signature to the Convention 
should be withheld. A resolution to this effect was 
adopted by the League of Nations Union Executive 
Committee and sent to the Government, who did, in 
fact, cable to the British representative at Geneva 
instructing him not to sign the Convention.

The main objections to the document were that on 
two of, the main questions before the Conference— 
(1) provision for the reduction of opium imports into 
the smoking countries, and (2) framing of some pro
posals for coping with the situation in China—the 
Convention suggested no action whatever. Its adoption 
would make no difference to conditions prevailing in 
British Far Eastern Dependencies,. though it would 
remove some abuses in other territories.

During the prolonged Christmas adjournment 
endeavours were made to prevail on the Government to 
send out a delegate of Cabinet rank. These were success
ful, and it was announced that the Marquess of Salisbury 
would be the first British delegate. Unfortunately, a 
day or two before his intended departure for Geneva, 
Lord Salisbury met with an accident in the hunting 
field, and accordingly Lord Cecil, immediately on his 
return from America, was requested to take his brother’s 
place. He, therefore;-became the first delegate of Great 
Britain, accompanied by Sir Malcolm Delevingne. 
France, Holland and Japan all sent Ministers or 
Ambassadors instead of experts.

When the adjourned Second Conference opened it 
had meanwhile been decided that the Convention 
drafted by the First Conference should be signed in 
spite of its deficiencies. At the opening meeting of the 
’Second Conference Lord Cecil disclosed the new British 
policy. It is argued by our Far East Dependencies, 
such as the Straits Settlements (who derive 43 per cent, 
of their revenue from opium), that no effective restric
tions are possible so long as opium is produced on a 
vast scale in China and Smuggled over their frontiers. 
Lord Cecil subsequently stated that as soon as a League 
Commission should have certified that opium production 
.in China had been so far curtailed, or brought under 
control, as to remove the danger of smuggling, the 
registration of fresh opium smokers in British Depen
dencies should cease, and the whole consumption of 
opium, except for medical and scientific purposes, be 
brought to an end within a further fifteen years.

To this offer Mr. Stephen Porter, chief American 
delegate, made a. bitter reply, regarding the proposals 
as wholly unsatisfactory, and suggesting himself that 
his own plan of ending smoking within ten years should 
be relaxed so as to make the period fifteen years. 
(This, of course, means fifteen years from the present 
time, whereas the British plan means fifteen years 
from some future and hypothetical date at which China 
shall have cleared herself of poppy.) The Chinese 
delegate associated himself wih the American strictures 
and charged Great Britain with attempting to shelter 
herself behind the infirmities of China. •

At this interesting point in the discussion it. unfortu
nately became necessary to send the present issue of 
HEA •WAY to the printers. . . C

A LEAGUE GLOSSARY.
It has been suggested that a brief explanation of 

“ certain technical terms commonly used in League I 
discussions and publications would be of value to 
readers of Headway. Notes on a selection of such 

terms appear below.
Protocol.—Strictly speaking, “A preliminary memo

randum, often signed by the negotiators, used as basis ; 
for a subsequent treaty or convention.” Literally, I 
“a first sheet.” Often used loosely for any inter’ 
national agreement.*•*$

Ratifieation.—The final act in the endorsement and 
adoption of a Treaty by a Government which has signed 
it. Signature alone does not in most cases bind a 
Government, but is regarded rather as an interim 
guarantee of intention to ratify. Ratification in some 
countries involves definite approval by Parliament. In I 
Great Britain it is carried out technically merely by an 
act of the King. In practice, however, most important | 
treaties are submitted for Parliamentary discussion! 
before ratification..

* $ $ *
Washington Labour Conference.—The first of the ] 

annual conferences of the International Labour Orga- 
nisation, held October, 1920 ; resulted in the framing of | 
several conventions, notably those providing for a 48 
hour week and for regulating the employment of women I 
and children. * * * *

Washington Arms Conference.—A Conference called 
by the President of the United States to effect alimita- i 
tion of naval armaments; resulted in an agreement I 
between the United States, Great Britain, Japan; ] 
France and Italy for the reduction of their capital ship ] 
tonnage by the destruction of a number of old vessels 
and its limitation for a period of ten years to the figure I 
thus reached. * *: * *

Barcelona Conference.—The first of the Generali 
Transit Conferences called by the League ; framed two] 
conventions on transit generally and on international] 
rivers. ****

The Little Entente.—An agreement cemented by actual] 
-treaties between the three States—Czechoslovakia, 
Jugo-Slavia and Roumania—which gained all or part] 
of their territory from the late Austro-Hungarian] 
Empire.

The Succession States.—A name given to the seven] 
States possessing territory which formerly formed parti 
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire—viz., Italy, Austria, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Jugo-Slavia, Roumania andl 
Poland. *e$i

The Hague Opium Convention.—Up to the present] 
the governing instrument in the control of the dangerous] 
drug traffic, adopted at the Hague in 1913. Its main 
purpose was to secure the suppression of opium-smoking] 
as soon as possible, and to establish rigid control over] 
the traffic in raw and prepared opium and the manu
facture from them of drugs, such as morphine. 1 
Geneva Opium Conference of 1924-25 was called ° 
strengthen the provisions of this Convention.

* * * *
I. L. O.—Used variously for the International Labour] 

Organisation' or the International Labour Office.
$ * * 0

P. A. c.—The Permanent Advisory Committee I 
Armaments established at Geneva under Artice., 

. of the Covenant. -i

FLEETING DOUBTS.
(ISTHE LEAGUE PROTECTING MINORITIES? 

By BLANCHEE. C. Dugdale.

Jg. the League proving itself as efficient a protector of 
racial minorities as was hoped when the peacesettle- 

ment made it guarantor; of the rights of millions who 
vere separated by political frontiers from their kinsmen 
hi blood and religion ?. .

The question is hard to < answer., The League has 
reccived a considerable number; of petitions from 
Minorities (exactly bow many there is unfortunately- no 

means of ascertaining), and a proportion of them have 
been considered by the Council, and the facts, made 
public. Two of these have been sent on by the Council 
to the PermanentCourt of International Justice; the 
judgments there given have upheld the Minority’s- plea, 
and the Government concerned has bowed to the ruling. 
But if this were all, the record of service would certainly 
be miserably small in comparison with all that remains 
to be done before the racial bitterness in Central and 
Eastern Europe can even be said to be in a fair way to 
subside. -

It is obvious, however, that the value of the League’s 
guarantee-must not be measured by the number of times 
that allits powerful arbitral machinery has had to be set 
in motion to set tie a dispute between a Minority and a 
Government. Indeed, one might argue the other'way, 

-and point to the scar city of such cases as a proof’that all is 
going well with the Minorities, or at least as well as can be 
expected until the nations of the new-Europe-have-ceased. 
to think in terms of victor and vanquished. This is a 
comfortable reasoning, but it does not bring us much 
nearer to the answer to our original question.

.The.fact.is that it is-practically impossible for.most of 
us to get at the real truth about Minority questions. 
Almost every one investigating them starts. with, a bias. 
Consciously or unconsciously we are temperamentally 
either "agin the Government,” or unsympathetic to 
kickers against the pricks ’ of constituted; authority. 
Moreover, English people are apt to be curiously pre
judiced for or against certain races who may or may not 
have acquired a reputation for being “sportsmen.” 
( once listened, to a conversation between two great 
authorities' on Central European- affairs; on this very 
subject of Minority grievances. They were discussing 
the pros and cons of a League Commission being sent 
to a country which must here be nameless in the hope of 
bringing about;: a better understanding ' between. the 
Government and its subjects of another race. One said 
the Commission should be headed by an- Englishman.

“ On no account! "‘exclaimed the other. “ Those 
people are masters in the art of propaganda by meal and 
motor-car. Remember, that no Englishman who has 
once,accepted an invitation to dinner can ever believe 
that his host would tell him a lie. You couldn’t trust a 
word of his 'report;’ ’

We can, if we like, receive this statement; in its own 
spirit of scepticism-.. But' its moral remains. What 
evidence is there tha t the League. is earning the reputa- 
Nnoo beinga sure and ready helper of the’oppressed 

It is disquietingto find that the testimony'of.people 
S know these-regions is often, that the minorities 

ter do not know what the League can do for them, or 
gi ven upvhope that if will do it. it is said that the 

imannel of communication between them and the League iry ° "difficult and dangerous to use. The rules govern- 
ex.Petitionsare not understood, or have never been

Pained, Geneva is too distant letters are opened 
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in the post, Governments revenge themselves onthos 
who are caught complaining-—in short, a hundred 
obstacles, real or imaginary, arise to. hinder, free action 
at the Minorities' end of the line.

What do we find at the League end ? Here it is 
easier to be sure of the. facts,; The League doesnot 
initiate- any- action until a Minority grievance has been' 
brought to its notice in the prescribed way—that is, 
either through aState Member of the Council, or by a 
signed petition sent by the Minority itself. The petition 
must concern matters with which the League has 
power to deal. That is to say, it must refer to infringe- 
ments of the religious, linguistic, or civic rights guar
anteed to the Minority by the: peace settlements—and 
with those alone.

For the first two or three years after the League 
became responsible for these Minority rights, all petitions 
properly presented were obtainable in the same way;as 
other League documents by the general public. That 
procedure has, however, been changed,.at the request:of 
certain Governments, who found that the petitions 
from; their Minorities against themselves often, got a 
publicity which was not given to their own statements 
of the other side of the case. Now, a petition is not made 
public unless and until the League Council decides to 
take action on it. Before that point is reached the peti
tion is examined by a small Committee of. the; Council 
itself, which uses its discre tion; about bringing it forward 
at a full meeting. . . . . .

At all stages in this process of siftingthe Council has 
the advice and help of the Minorities Section of the 
League Secretariat, which: has earned , already the 
highest reputation for sympathy, knowledge, and. tact, 
if there is a weak link in the chain it certainly is not 
theirs.. Nor,, of, course.. would one suggest that, the 
ultimate responsibility should be in any way shifted from 
the, Council. But it does seem doubtful whether the 
subcommittee-, of'the Council is fully equipped for its 
work of examining, petitions. All Council 'Members’ are 
of'necessity representatives-of their Governments, often 
Ministers actually holding office. It is next to impossible 
therefore that they should be qualified,.to, go . very ,deeply 
or quite impartially into any of the questions submitted 
to them. It is absolutely impossible that’ they should 
get into personal contact with either the Minority or the 
administration involved in any complaint.

One, is inclined to suspect that it is in this, lack of 
organisation for personal contact that the. weakness of 
the League’s Minority work Ites,, IL so, fife, remedy 
might be found in the appointment. of a Minorities 
Commission, advisory to the Council, composed not of 
Government representatives, but of individuals chosen 
for their particular qualifications, as are’the members 
of the League’s. Mandate Commission. It is possible 
that a body of this sort might be able to carry bn.the 
local investigations, and make representations to 
Minorities and Governments alike, without giving fatal 
offense to the susceptibilities of the latter about their 
sovereign rights. One could elaborate ideas whereby 
such a Commission might gaiii public confidence,' as. the 
Mandates: Commission has already done. -

That, however, involves questions of detail, interest
ing chiefly to those who are already convinced that some 
reform in the League’s system: of fulfilling itsresponsi- 
bilities to Minorities is called for, and who believe that a 
Permanent Commission is the most hopeful way of over
coming. the difficulties. The suggestion is not new. 
The question is whether the time has not- comewhen 
supporters of the League should press for its serious 
consideration. ■ - . ■ ■
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From a general League point of view the-Note of theH 
- German .Government on the question of admission isI 
of most interest. I refrained from commenting on it 
last month,'since there was as' yet no evidence to hand I 

1 of theviews, of -different States. Members of the League I 
- The fundamental importance of getting Germany into I 
■ the League need hardly be stressed—this should be one 
. of the main objects of 'British .foreign policy between 

now and next September. It is unfortunate that the 
■ German Government, while publishing their own two 

notes, the' second of which commented on the replies of 
the Members of the Council to their first note, have not 
seen fit to publish these replies or allow -the Govern- I 
ments Members of the Council to publish them. There- 
fore, the discussion is proceeding so far on data supplied 
by the German Government. It would seem essential | 
also to have the full views of the States which Germany 
approached.

- These States acknowledged the reasonableness of 
Germany’s claim to a permanent seat on the Council,] 
but declared that it was for the whole Leaguetodecide 
whether Germany should have any special privileges 
(such as exemption from the obligations incurred under 
Article 16) and stated their own unwillingness to- grant 
any such conditions.

Germany, as a permanent member of the Council,I 
could veto the application of sanctions by that body 
and would have to take part in deciding upon any 
action by the Council, since the Council must be 
unanimous. If Germany had the right to neutrality 
she would therefore, as a permanent, member of the 
Council, have great power without any responsibility! 
For obvious geographic and economic reasons the 
application of sanctions would be seriously crippled by] 
German neutrality. Such neutrality has been granted] 
only in part even to Switzerland. The other ex-enemy I 
States and neutrals, although they are not permanent 
members of the Council and are most of them in as bad 
a position geographically and .militarily as Germany! 
have asked for no such privilege. The parties who ask I 
for them in Germany are the Nationalists and Stresemann 
(popular) Parties, who are opponents of all the League 
stands for and are still bent on a policy of alliance with 
Russia for an eventual war of revenge. The military! 
position of Germany is such that she could easily, Witl 
the help of war material supplied by the Allies, Put 
herself in a position to repel any military danger of an 
invasion of German territory from the East owing to, 
e.g., a war between Russia and Poland, particularly. 28 
the French and the Czechoslovaks would be assisting | 
Poland if Russia were the aggressor. In any case, th 
eventuality of war in East Europe is remote for political] 
and economic reasons. I

Dr. Norman White, Chief Epidemic. .Commissioned 
has left for Singapore to arrange for the opening of the| 
Epidemiological Intelligence Office of the -86 
Health Organisation. Another general collective in. 
change will begin in England on February 9; 1 J 
Malaria. Sub-committee of the League ne . ■ 
Committee meets in March to extend its work to | 
Near East and Northern Africa '.(Eastern Europe 1 
already, it will be remembered, been investigated). I

The Committee for the Progressive Codification ° 
International Law has now started work.

(The Imperial War Relief Fund desires us to ack7o. 
I ledge the receipt of a parcel of clothing sent by din the 

in response to the appeal for.Greek refugees _ j 
. November issue of Headway.] --

GENEVA, January, 1925.
IAHE most important event of this month is the 

4JL re-opening of the Opium Conference, which is 
' dealt with on another page. Suffice it to say here that 

the fact that the British Government are sending a 
Cabinet Minister (particularly when that Minister 
happens to be Lord Cecil), the French the Minister of 
Colonies (M. Daladier), and the Dutch, M. Loudon (Min
ister at Paris), is most gratifying, for it shows that the 
other countries chiefly concerned in the opium question 
have, at last realised the gravity of the issues at stake, 
and will be represented on a footing of equality with the 
Americans. The British Government, it is said, has had 
three Cabinet meetings to consider the matter, and con
sulted the Dominions and Crown Colonies concerned. 
Consequently, whatever result is reached or even if 
there is no result this time, no charge of merely trifling 
with the question will lie. The rest is merely a matter 
of educating public- opinion to the connection between 
the immemorial abuse of opium in the Far East and the 
new menace of morphine, heroin, &c., in Western 

- countries.
- From the British point of view, the next most inter
esting event , of this month has been the appointment of 
Dr. Riddell as “ Permanent Dominion of Canada Advisory 
Officer for League of Nations purposes,” in order to 
“ remove the disadvantages under which Canadian 
delegates to League meetings have laboured owing to 
Canada’s distance from Geneva.” Dr. Riddell will, in 
the words of the communication received from the 
Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, “ establish 
and maintain as close relations as possible with the 
Secretariats of the League and of the International 
Labour Organisation, keep the Government of Canada 
informed in regard to matters arising from time to time 
within the sphere of activities of these organisations 
which may be of concern to them, and generally act in 
such matters in an advisory capacity to the Government 
of Canada and to Canadian delegates to League Con
ferences, and, should occasion require, act as the Govern
ment should determine in substitution for a Government 
delegate.” Dr. Riddell, who will continue to reside in 
Geneva in pursuance of his new duties, has already been 
long here as an official , of the International Labour 
Office. I understand that the Australian Government 
has created a special League section in their Department 
of External Affairs, and may follow the Canadian 
example in appointing a representative at Geneva. 
The Irish Free State has, of course, long had Mr. 
MacWhite stationed here. In general, the appointment 
of expert advisers on League matters, Stationed at 
Geneva, is a habit becoming popular among Govern
ments. There are some' sixteen or seventeen1 such 
representatives here already, and the Yugoslav Govern
ment has just made such an appointment in the shape 
of M. Dutich, who is said to be the premier poet of 
Yugoslavia. So far, the only poet directly connected 
with League activities is Prince Arfa ed Dowleh of 

. Persia, who once insisted upon reading a selection of his 
works (in translation) do the Assembly. We also, of

' course,.havea poetessin Mlle. Vacaresco of Rumania. .

TheM
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FIVE YEARS.

SINCE the last issue of Headway appeared the 
League of Nations has completed its fifth year of 
existence. General note has been taken of the fact in 

) the Press of this country in a series of articles which 
indicated rather more generally than need have been 
the case that even those who are rightly ranked as 
firmfriends of the League have not in all cases been 

[at much pains to qualify themselves to write accurately 
regarding its activities.

( Quite a number of leader-writers have been good 
[enough to turn aside from other themes in order to 
[■bestow a little kindly patronage on the League, and 
[observe that, though it had not yet shown itself capable 
of handling great issues, there were a number of 

[secondary questions for whose settlement it was most 
useful indeed. That is an attitude against which an 
unwavering stand must be made. If it were true that 
■the League was only fit to deal with secondary questions, 
fit would hardly be worth supporting.

What kind of balance-sheet have w 
end of five years ? -

to strike at the

I The League has already proved itself well able 
|.to handle whatever 'business comes its way. That 
it is not yet what it might be no candid observer 

I™ seek to deny. To begin with, it is still incomplete. 
U the 65 nations of the world, 10 are not yet members 
O the League, and the 10 include countries like the 
-nited States, Germany and Russia. Such countries 
[are outside by their own choice. The utmost that 
Iran be said against the League in respect of the absence 
i t any of them is that Germany’s hesitations about 
4PPl!ing for membership are due in part to the attitude 
adoPted towards her, not by the League itself, but by 

LSj individual members of the League—another 
incometthat the work of pacification of 1919 is still 

hose are the only serious items appearing on the 
ibttsside.of the balance-sheet. Against them there 
witTsat deal to set. The League machinery is running 
Maningular efficiency. Apart from the central body, concail8.28 it does matters arising out of almost every 
of ths , 6 relationship between nations, the opening 
natiokayear 1925 sees the Permanent Court of Inter- 
the Ingu.ustice firmly established at the Hague and 
headvatnational Labour Organisation making steady 
labowrywithits task of levelling up conditions of 
had domeworld over. The Labour Organisation has 
Court, I any,as a member from the first, and the 
as feat- pdealing with disputes between such powers 
faint-irisnitain and France, has given the lie to the 
only vitsers who-regarded it, too, as capable of dealing 
l^ueof Hcontroversies between minor States. The 
Girst time aV1ng111 actual and effective operation for the 

tabunal qualified to give a final and auho- 

ritatiye judgment on any legal question arising between 
nations is hardly appreciated yet as it should be.. 
. As t for. co-oppration in wider fields, the League's 

. experience has been. varied, buton balance wholly 
encouraging. In such matters as the reconstruction of 
Austria and Hungary and the refugee settlement scheme 
in Greece it has shown itself capable of mobilising not 
merely international goodwill, but international talent, 
and thanks to the free- co-operation of the foremost 
financial and economic authorities in Europe and out
side it has carried through its task with a remarkable 
and universally recognised efficiency. In the spheres 
of health and transit, of opium reform, of the welfare 
of women and children, as well as in the field of economic 
and financial co-operation, the League has -assumed a 
position either finally or increasingly accepted through
out the world, and it is worth noting that in many of the 
enterprises falling under this latter head the United 
States collaborates actively and officially with Geneva,

In all these matters, as in regard to the larger question 
of disarmament, where the League has so far had to 
depend for its successes on its indirect approaches to 
the' problem, effective co-operation is only possible 
where the nations concerned are prepared to co-operate. 
The story of the opium discussions of the past two 
months is a rather unwelcome reminder of the interested 
reluctances and hesitations the League has constantly to 
confront. And that brings us back to what is in reality 
the immediate task of supporters of the League of 
Nations in this country—of seeing to it that so far 
as lies in its power, the Government of Great Britain 
is always in the van in pressing for the active execution 
of the obligations embodied in the Covenant of the 
League. In the main the record of this country at 
Geneva is good. Men like Lord Balfour and Lord Cecil, 
Mr. Fisher and Mr. Ramsay MacDonald have added 
prestige there to British statesmanship. Great Britain 
will never be under suspicion of failing to honour its 
engagements, and the fact that successive Govern
ments under Liberal, Conservative and Labour Prime 
Ministers have all proclaimed their unreserved loyalty 
to the Covenant is of immense importance both within 
the frontiers of the British Empire and outside them.

But one thing is needed of the British Government 
even beyond the strict and punctual discharge of its 
obligations under the Covenant. It is not too much 
to ask that in a country where idealism is not wholly 
dead evidences of faith in League principles should be 
given even beyond the letter of the written bond. 
That is why many who recognised that there was no 
legal obligation on Great Britain to submit any part 
of its differences with Egypt to the League were "keenly 
disappointed that advantage was not taken of the 
obvious opportunity to seek the impartial arbitrament 
of Geneva in regard to some at least of the points 
raised in the British Note. Our prestige could have 
only been enhanced by such an act ; our material 
interests would not have suffered ; and our apparent 
disregard of the League in the matter has everywhere 
been misunderstood or lent itself to' deliberate mis- 
representation.

A test question at present before . Great Britain is the 
Geneva Protocol. Here it cannot be argued that the 
Government is under any land of obligation to accept 
that instrument if its judgment is against it. What 
it is' under obligation to do—and there is every reason 
to believe the present Government will fully honour that 
obligation—is. to examine the situation fully and sym
pathetically, and if it should be decided that the Protocol 
cannot, be accepted as it stands, to take the lead in fram
ing other proposals designed to compass the same 
necessary ends. Failure to do so much would call any 
Government’s loyalty to the League seriously in ques- 
tion.
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MR. BUN THE BAKER.
E are all familik-from childhood with ft Bun 
the Baker and his floury family, but'his connection 

with the League would not: appear to-be obvious- at 
first sight Ibis nogoodibeing’cleveraFout.tFis; because 
it isn’t what you think it is; this is not an article, on 
night work in bakeries-; Mr. and Mrs. Bun and the 
rest of them, after. going through successive- incarna
tions; as.- "Characters from Shakespeare," “ Quotations 
from the Poets,"" Famous Paintings,” and every other 
kind of educational, subject, have now- developed: into 
“ Pax;” a game which combines amusement With 
instructiononthe League. The idea comes from France 
where the game is: already on.the market, and no doubt 
in all the homes of France in rainy holidays the children 
will soon be lisping-in League technicalities.

The- delightful brevity. of Mr. Bun and: his colleagues 
is not a feature of the- hew game-. “Have- you got 
Communications and Transit? ” “No, but may I 
have the Commission for Repatriation and. Settlement 
of Refugees ?" will make: it. a lengthy proceeding i 
but after all that is what, one wants when it rains.. . The 
inventor has contrived1 the most ingenious ways of 
representing in concrete form those partsof the League s 

' machinery which, seem, leas t picturesque; to-the: grovyn- 
upmind. “ Communications and; Transit ” is-a train, 
a ship- and an aeroplane ■■ racing through a landscape 
reminiscent of Belgium; while the Financial .and 
Economic Section is. a fascinating medley of. objects 
symbolical of food, money and raw materials; I for 
one- should always begin by collecting “Technical 
Organisations," if only for; the sake of the Jersey cow 
with: a salmon apparently flying over her heard .labelled 
“ Alimentation.” There is-plenty of information above 
the picture, too, to be pondered while -someone is trying 
to remember who hasnot been askedfor Queen Elizabeth, 
for she? has her place as an ancestress of the League.

To inculcate in the children of France a desire to see 
all; the world’ includedin the League, what better way 
could be devised than to penalise theholder of ‘ ‘ Nations 
not yet members," while giving a bonus to anyone 
with, two families- of member states ? Quite seriously, - 
the game is? an excellent means-of makingtheLeague 
familiar to children and giving them; a background 
for the League: lessons which, are coming, to be more 
and more.widely regarded: as an.essential part, of school 
work; - The game: may be introduced into England, too, 
if; there-is sufficient deinanO '.

Another way of introducing, the:: League to the French 
child is a sheeffiofi pictures? illustrating, first,, the need. 
for the.; League and then it.s-. work.. The disastrous 
development of the unchecked, combative instinct, 
the substitution of arbitration for war, the secretariat, 
different aspects of. the League’s activities,- are shown - 
in a series? of: small pictures.. A. cruiser represents'; the 
cost of the? League,-, an aeroplane? the. speed with .which 
a new invention .can develop (the. League has-only had 
five- years ; 15 years, ago aeroplanes- could; noil rise 
above the. ground), while the last picture-shows? the 

. races of the? world, joining. hands in friendship.

LORD CECIL IN AMERICA.
ORD CECIL’S visit: to America to receive the
^y/pon dollars award.of the Woodrow Wilson.Foun- 

dation was, by all accounts, a greatsuccess. One of 
the' more modest of the newspaper headlines ran as 
follows:-—

« CECIL, SURVEYING WORLD, HOLDS 
HIGH, HOPES. ' .

Winner of Wilson-; Peace Prize Finds that Temper . 
of Europe Has Much Improved— Ho. Believes that 
Another Disarmament Conference isAlmost Certain 

toComeWithiin a Brief Period;” "

POINTED QUESTIONS.
' Q. Should the League have waited7 fortheGrea 
Powers before.: producing thee.Protocol 2

A. If this questionmeans that the Leagne shoul 
have idoneSwthmg'inXthemarttentilL Germany. Russia I 
and Americat became members, the answer is that the I 
League- cannot stultify itself by thus- investing non- 
members? with a veto: am its activities.. In any case, 
there is very little - doubt that the best wayto persuade 
non-members to join the League is for the League ta 
show itself worth joining. , 1$ *‛ $ 6

Q. Has not Australia, reverted to'the-'darkest days 
of oppression of native races in New Guinea?,

Ai; If- there were grounds, for> this charge,i t would 
certainly have been brought before the MandateI 
Commission ate Geneva. The Mandates Commission I 
takes its duties seriously and makes searching inquiry I 
into conditions in mandated, areas..$ * *- *

Q. Why is India a member- of the League, and I 
why is Egypt not:?;

A. India became-an? originalmember of .the League 
through its signature of the Treaty of Versailles; on the 
same footing as fully self-governing British Dominions. 
The: British. delegation stipulated! for. this. and their ] 
claim was' accepted at the Peace: Conference: Egypt 
was not eligible for League, membership down tol 
February, 1922, because she was not? an independent 8 
State. Since then she-has not applied-for member-1 
ship. Whether she would be considered fully eligibleI 
under present: conditions is-not entirely certain. That 
point would be decided- by- the' Assembly.

Q. Why was the-League not called in to act in the 
Anglo-Egyptian crisis of November, 1924?

A. Because Great Britain did not. see fit to refer 
any of the issues involved, to. the League, and Egypt, as 
a non-member, could? not. Any Member State. miglM 
have raised, the matter under Article II of the 
Covenant-. but none did;.* * * *

Q. Why? did the Secretariat officials have a private I 
cabin from Boulognc to Folkestone on December 171

A. Presumably because they found conditions pre-1 
vailing; which .constituted: a threat to internal. Peace: 
In any case, why not? They pay for such luxuries' ou
of their ownpockets. »

Q. Does Britain’s.- attitude of always-consulting the 
Dominions on all. Leaguequestions tend.-, to defeat t ■ 
object pi the League by forming a clique inside I 
LeAuhere may be-a. little.suspicion, of the MkB 

Empire with its seven votes; These votes, no inl 
are. by no means always, cast the same way, < | 
any case, since : all important- decisions ha? e I 
unanimous, voting (except in such cases as.tne - of 
of non-permanent members of the Council) - I 
great consequence? Consultation between,, those 
Britain, and., the.- Dominions concerns, mairectlyl 
questions where Empire' interests: mightband her 
affected; For general. purposes Britain stit Utinga 
Dominions cannot fairly, be- regarded as colt I 
clique , within the Le.agu.ei

* * * * 0 to
Q. Would'not a Wall Street loan of 1 

Krupps menace; the peace of the world ? of
A. Not if it. were spent op. the. manufacttreaty 

agricultural and? other- machinery... -nae manufacture 
of Versailles, it could? not be spent onthe marotal, 4 

’ of arms except with. Ure? cognisance, an Igne. 
■ present, of the Allies and, later on, of.the " ° -

LABOUR activities.
IIITHILE the rest of Geneva was buzzing with opium 
W and rumours of opium, the governing body of the

I International Labour Office, which has often been a storm 
centre, was Folding a quiet but effective meeting.

I Various Convention ratifications—the total now reach- 
‛ing 142—were recorded, and in accordance with its 
Ihabit of keeping not merely abreast but ahead of the 

times, the governing body then settled down to con- 
sider the, agenda for the Labour Conference of 1926. 

The question of hours of work for seamen was raised 
by the French Government representative, but the 
| British and Belgian Government delegates were against 
putting it on the agenda, and a final decision was post- 

I poned till April. Two seamen’s questions are, however, 
I definitely going on—namely, (i) principles of organisa- 
I tion of inspection of conditions on ship board; and (2) 
| codification of rules regarding seamen’s articles of agree- 

ment. This work of codification is of particular interest, 
first because it is a piece of work badly needed, which 

lean only be undertaken internationally, and secondly 
because it is one of the most ambitious attempts at the 
codification of international law yet attempted.
I The simplification of the system of inspecting emi- 
lgrants on ship board is also to be considered. In another 
part of this latter field, important progress was made in the decision to set up a standing Emigration Com- mittee, consisting of the Chairman and two Vice-chair- 
men of the Governing Body, together with a number 
of experts to be nominated by the Governing Body in 
April. There are so many and so divergent interests 
to be considered in this matter of emigration, transit 
and immigration, and, to be indiscreet, so many vested 
interests involved, that it is a matter, for considerable 
satisfaction that the decision to appoint a Committee 
has been definitely taken. Finally, the important 
Iquestion of what is known as the “ two-reading system ” 
"as discussed, at length? This is a new plan whereby a 
draft.convention is adopted only provisionally one year, Iand finally and officially the second year. The object 
1 to remove, the danger that small points of drafting 
may prevent countries' from ratifying conventions, -nathe other hand, the door cannot be opened to lengthy 
Kriscussion of every clause of the Convention. Details 
I le decision taken by the Governing Body on this 
point are not yet available.

OVERSEAS NOTES.
France.—Paul Labat (French Association for the 

ma8u8 o Nations, Bordeaux Group) writes : “ There 
Gronn V more than 2,000 members of the Bordeaux 
ve P:• ’ • On Armistice Day a lesson on the League 
At Ton?™ in all the lycees and colleges of France.” 
11 of N use it is proposed to estabfish a school for 
" 0 in. propaganda. .
toAmeriea.—Professor Irvine Fisher, who recently 
Mere he United States lecturing, writes that every- 
Court "nound keen interest in the League and the 
hundreds .1s audiences numbered usually several 
at the m.a C sometimes several thousands. " Votes favour of stings never failed to register a majority in 
I Revieviamerica joining the League of Nations.Mr. E. cojg.thework.of the Non-Partisan Association, 
mittee, Writly. the Chairman of the Executive Com- 
published the T.™ We.have organised in 36 States; 
universitv. oiedg"8.0/N ^ions Herald; supplied every 
literature!‛ con686.high school and-public (library with

: " cted an organised- speaking campaign; 

answered numberless requests for information , forced 
World Court hearing on the Senate of tie United States 
that produced a powerful impression through the country7; 
established a League of Nations Institute at Geneva 
and broadcast the latest and most authentic news 
from the Secretariat of the League.”

Australia.—A League of Nations Union Conference, 
was held at Melbourne in December to discuss the 
Geneva Protocol. Delegates attended from South 
Australia, New South Wales, Tasmania- and Victoria. 
Special attention was directed to the position of 
Australia, should matters, which are regarded as solely 
within domestic jurisdiction, such as immigration, 
be brought before the League of Nations by another 
State. A sub-committee' was appointed to draft 
resolutions which will be submitted to the different 
Councils of the Union and will be issued to the public.

Japan.—Judging from the Japanese Press, the 
Japanese Association for the League of Nationsis at 
present displaying great activity. Reports have. lately 
come through of the creation of new Branches of the 
Association at Kioto, Aichi, at Kobe and in the Com
mercial- College at Yokohama. Various distinguished 
speakers have taken part in inaugural meetings in 
each case, prominent among them the President of 
the Association, Prince Tokuguwa, ; whose son is 
Counsellor of the Japanese Embassy in London. -

Sending " Headway ” Abroad.—in last month’s 
Headway'an appeal was made to readers to send on 
Headway and other L.N.U, literature to persons 
abroad who are interested in the League. One reply 
has so far been received. The Overseas Secretary is 
eagerly awaiting the rest. Those who are. willing to 
take part. in the scheme can assist in its' working by 
stating what foreign languages, if any, they can read 
and write.

NEWS FROM THE UNIVERSITIES.
HE Union has just issued a special pamphlet for 

I distribution to undergraduates, emphasising the 
duty of University men and women to give constructive 
thought to international problems and the future 
development of the League.

On February 13, at 8 o’clock, the Hospitality Com- 
mittee is to give a reception to the two thousand or more 
Dominion and foreign students now in London in the 
University Great Hah at South Kensington. Viscountess 
Cecil and the Vice-Chancellor will receive the guests, 
and Professor Gilbert Murray, Lord Willingdon and Pro
fessor Philip Baker will speak. There will be dancing 
from 10 o’clock until midnight.

At the reception, proposals will be made for setting 
up in London an International Assembly on the same 
lines as the very successful Assembly at Oxford.

The International Federation of Students has decided 
to make-Geneva the centre of its activities. Premises 
have been acquired for a really good club there, almost 
facing the University, with accommodation for student 
offices. It is hoped to make the Club the centre of this 
year’s- Universities’ League Conference in September. 
Professor Gilbert Murray is the President of the Club.

The subject for this year’s Montague Burton Prize is 
"Security, Arbitration, Disarmament and the Future 
Generation.” Essays should be from two to five 
thousand words,' and must be received before March 31, 
by the President, International Universities’ League of 
Nations’ Federation, Barnett House, Broad Street, 

• Oxford. i , ... .. . . . ..
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VARIED VOICES.
Mr. J. R. Clynes, at Rotary Club Luncheon,.Leeds.

“ A perfect League will be so tremendous an achieve
ment and will effect such a beneficent revolution in 
international relations that it will be worth the efforts 
of even a generation of’time to attain.

“ Workers have a special interest, in making the 
League what it ought to be. Like other classes, we are 
human, and, like other classes, are liable at any time 
to be dragged into war by appeals to patriotism, 
nationality; or self-interest. The. League, of Nations 
offers us, as well as to all other classes, a safeguard 
against being, swept off our feet by emotional appeals..
Senator Borah, at the. Philadelphia Forum..

“ Any plan or scheme which recognises war, either 
by covenant or protocol, willin the end prove fruitless-. 
Wemust strive to eliminate war, and no longer recognise 
it, either by the League; of Nations- or by international 
law, if we arc to have peace."
Mahatma Gandhi. .
“If the whole of the opium traffic were Stopped 

- to-day, and the sale restricted to medical. use only, I 
know there would be no agitation against it worth.the 
name. Furthermore, from the moral standpoint, there 
is no defence of the Indian opium policy.
Lord’ Cecil, in New York.

“Increasingly there is a recognition of the. fact 
that the insurance of peace demands international 
undertakings of some sort, and that the question is 
only how greats a price,.a. country is willing to pay.
Count Apponyi, in the Peslsr Lloyd. ..
“ objection wliich might be raised that the 

Protocol stabilises. a situation which we ourselves have 
no interest to maintain, cannot be regarded as well 
founded. The Protocol contains- guarantees for the 
rule of law as against the rule of force.. The remedy 
lies in the change of that, situation,. and the circum- 
stances for such a change will certainly not be worse 
if abusive power is checked.”
Mt. Branting, the Swedish Premier, in a Swedish-paper.

“ It seems evident to me that: a war of sanctions, if 
it can be limited by guarantees strong enough to make 
it respond to its real aim, will have the character of 
legal procedure rather than of war as we know it. . • . 
The force which is required has a much stronger ethical 
basis than in an ordinary war. . . . It is evident that 
the new order would mean a great advance from an 
ethical point of. view.”
M, Max Huber,. President of the Permanent' Court of 

International Justice.
The task of the. Court involves peculiar difficulties 

and. responsibilities, and, especially at the present 
moment when international life and justice are passing 
through the greatest crisis known.. We- have reached 
a critical juncture at'which it isequally, possible for us 
to do much harm or much good, and this it is which 
renders our responsibility particularly heavy.”

{2 2s., theother of. 63 3. One will be awarded to-the 
sender of the first correct solution of the puzzle printedI 
in this column, the other (and larger) to the sender of 
the best similar puzzle, composed of 15 squares each 
way. The puzzles will be judged by a Committee at] 
Grosvenor Crescent,, none, of the. habitual occupants 
of the building being eligible to compete. In adjudging 
the prize, consideration will be given to the number ofI 
words used referring to the League, its auxiliary organ-1 
isations, its personnel and its work. From the decision 
of the judges there will be no appeal and HLADWAy 
reserves .the. right; to. publish; any puzzles: sent in.

Finally—this is the catch—every solution of this 
month’s, puzzle and every puzzle entered'for the secon® 
competition must contain a postal order or stamps to 
the value; of' IS. No one will benefit- from this except 
theUnion’s funds, and they badly need; it. Envelopes 
should.be marked clearly “Cross-word Puzzle." None 
will be opened till February 16, and in the ■ caseof the 
first competition the first correct solution opened- on 
that-day will be awarded the prize. in the second 
competition merit alone tells. Gk-

GREAT SUCCESS OF PELMAN 
LANGUAGE courses.

Thousands of Readers Learning French, Spanish or 
German by the New Direct Method.

WRITE FOR FREE PARTICULARS TO-DAY.

THE new Pelman method of learning Foreign Languages 
i without using English is meeting with great success.

I Trom all over the world men and women are writing to 
lav that the problem of learning languages has been solved

b 
s

them by th new system.
ven people who were .never able to " get on ” with 
mames at school are learning French, Spanish or German 
this new method with the greatest ease.
Indent in Haiti writes: —
‘ 1/y progress has been far ..more rapid than that of thofe,. 
ere cho have had tutors,' I was told recently that I speak

LEAGUE CROSS-WORDS.
VTIELDING to the prevailing passion, HEADWAY 
JL is offering its readers the privilege of entertaining 

themselves with cross-word puzzles abnormally appro- 
priate and attractive. More than, that) it hopes to: do 
the. Union as well as its. readers a. good turn in the 
process. There is, in fact,,believed to be money in this 
thing. Read, on a little, further and you will see.

There’ will" be found; below a puzzle specially con- 
structed by an authority versed equally in this parti
cular accomplishment and in knowledge of: the ■ League 
itself. Of such authorities there must be many among 
the readers of HEADWAY, and we desire to discover them. 
As a means to that end, twoprizessare offered, one of

454647
5051

| lil:r (Tu:ch) than the Doctor who hasbeen here four years, 
.andan Lugliihnurse who has-been here 28 year fill. (IV. 599) 
astudent in Siam writes:—.

I cas fascinated by your .system and by the difpqmery that 
ihin four days I was 'blot only reading easy German

I sentences, but formifig them for myself." ’ s .(G: M. 18o) 
student in British Honduras writes :—

I "It has Melmore for me.in', teaching the idiomatic sense 
t of the tongue (Spanish) than, anything else could have.do%e.” 

, (S. P. 238)
A student in Jerusalem writes :—
[ “ I have already recommended the German^our^tosAone- 

sludent who has struggled for years under the old, and
| happily obf&lete, methods, land I was able tlruthfvilly to 
| describe ygiir'system as the only one which-makes acquiring 
| a vocabulary not merely inevitably simple,- but also simply

' able. "
student in Antwerp writes":—

W B. 122)

1

4

DOWN.
Where Russian refugees want 
to.go.

Name folndin Genesis.
Title in Abyssinia.
Proverbial substitute for pots.

5 A drink.
6

8
9.

10

Believe.
Part of a blanket .
Intwo days (Latin).
Members, of a race not yet able 
to stand alone.

Produced inSamoa.
Group,

13 Territory ’administered by the 
League.

14 What: Europe’s;. railways once

18
20

22
23
24
26

suffered from.
An epidemiological base.
Member of a discontented 
minority,

Pcopleof mandatedisland.
The Committee that cured14.
Capital of an “ A" Mandate.
Meridional,

341 Something.wet.
35.Gris. Ne z.
41 What someone got out of Corfu.
42 Shines (obsolete).
46 Townin Caithness.
47 Where dope isfoun:
49
51
57

60
G

TheSecretary-General.
What Nansen gave.refugees.
Townin territory lost byHu 
gry: , ,

Greek letteP.. ■'
The League of Savanta.

1

11

14

ACROSS. . 1
A Premier who wentOne . who didn’t (Christis 

waat the nations should 3002 

perdone“cligiblefotfrecleza

15 Apizteyn’the Old Testazcot. I
16 distress.
17 A Russlan name-
18 AmovementIn Ind,, 
i9Aptesident j’Vwde’ ' 
21 Anon-member dal
23 Pronoun reversed;
25.Pass inland gained D
27 An obsolete force.
28 Commissariat.

Electric, unit. -ea7a.
rhe League s ishe.."0e
• What we seeK 13

29

33 Theblue-esedinazicns co sceneotarepazarlo" l
ference: a.01

Asharmless dTi-. -ome, |Partofthehumania"" I
i 39 Equal toattt:40 Scotch island.

48 A .conjunction.....cdoad tV
41 an angle contrat" I

versed.
1 45 council, IS 48 A member
' 50 Th world in ’d*8'
1 38 Abdalla or Fetsclheng ,. If b30arqurebrrosFificaa.

5515laadmnitht.versea .1 I B6susyinseetreygr8gazgat* 
. 58PcopleundarmeAs.veaz, ..J
s 50afeeba.fourtt68ttod0 •1• 60 For' the Te"u -1 menta. ... , r"19

38
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" I rccom i nimdedfypwr course to a lady who has lived here 
I some 15 years, and she'took it up as a hobby. She told me 
I.thet :! lied greatly eitlighiehed her andphe was surprised 
I ■ d the conj.dc^ Hgd'uelier to speak, read and write French 
I clich she had neverfelLbefore.” ; - - (B.137)
■ A student in Guernsey .writes

“"Ilihe uuniensely your method of teaching Fr&iich.: It 
is,aplcasureto read your books, and lo^ note the way in 
pvcii you . ml the words in their different senses. You 
gicsciit the grammar so, cleverly that one learns it almost 
Kiiconsciota^. I am 55 years of age. When,! began I 

I Ihotightit.Wqs impossible to learn, but thanks to you I am
• sy satisfied with my progress." If (D 469)4 student in Chelsea writes —

an eery much enjoying the Course and was delighted 
Jd, on picking up a Spanish novel the other day, that

ipsa) gel the s^nse w‘^'tout difficulty. It is by far 
I Asbesylanguage course I have ever come across, and I am

/1‛e,‛y impressed by the easer. with which one is able 
I o make shortconversation almost at once."
| "Shoolgirl’s Mother writes ' - (

I ^es^ne audlore Vry _g,I tuables liertoifo^?!^  ̂ French Course
I thilast report sent home Phon'd other school-lessons, andI subjccis. ThiFif Sfeat improvement in aUI sheshouldbosis"V comforting to us as we are anxiousA " senior Cambridge xam."" (R1407) :-I "IMagensstudent writes 7
,o of language instructs
KAuaSe is ven and effective. The Norwegian

^owledgeZf the^ ge Spanish, and 1 have 
f^Undrar^^^ but I have found t^.

1e■meaning. of "aand have never failed to understand■ S?f the words at once.as they ocdur^dBtthe

A Traveller writes
“ I sailed for France on August iqth, Liverpool, to Mar
seilles, visited the Riviera, spent a fortnight with French 
friends, in the Rhone valley, and came home via Paris and, 
Rouen. . I met all kinds of people, but, .thanks to your 
First French Course, I was alwaySs able to 'make myself 
understood." i * i . (S.116)

A student inBirmingham writes
“I have recently made the acquaintance of a Frenchman 
who lives in Birmingham. Strangegto relate he does not.

' speak one word of English. He van understand me easily, 
and he tells 1ne my'pronunciation is wonderful. He is 
amazed that I possess such a know ledge of the French 
language." (S. 826)

No Translation.
One Of the great advantages of this new Pelman method 

is that there is no Translation.
You are not required to translate French, Spanish, or 

German into English, or English into. German, Spanish or 
French. You learn the particular Foreign Language in 
question in the languag^gitself—the only scientific way. 
This,enables you to speak it naturally and fluently, without 
that hesitation (that pausing to translate, mentally, one 
language into another) which is almost unavoidable when a 
Foreign Language has been acquired in the ordinary, old- 
fashioned way. Yet the method is so simple that even a 
child can understand it.

You may not,, for example, understand a word of the 
French language at the present time. In spite of this, 
should you take the French Course, you will learn to speak, 
write,: and read the language in a very short time, and with 
the greatest ease, although the whole of the instruction in 
this Course is given in French. It is exactly the same 
when you learn Spanish or German by this method. A 
book, which you can obtain free of cost by using the coupon 
printed on this page, will show you just how this is done.

Secondly, this method does away with the task of memo- 
rising long vocabularies of Foreign words. You learn the 
words you need by using them, and in so natural a way that 
you never forget them..

Thirdly, those grammatical difficulties---those dull and 
complex rules and exceptions—which discourage so many 
people at the outset from learning Foreign Languages, are 
entirely avoided. By the Pelman method you learn to 
speak, read, and write French, Spanish, or German fluently, 
accurately, and grammatically before you start to learn 
(or even without learning) formal grammar at all.;

The new Pelman method of learning French, German, 
or Spanish is explained' in three little books, entitled 

respectively 
' ‘How to I.earn 
French” “How 
to Learn Span
ish, ’' and 
“How to Learn 
German.”

You can obtain a copy of any one of these three books, 
GRATIS and POST FREE, by using the application form 
printed below. Write (or call) to -day for a free copy of the 
particular book you want. The address is: THE PELM A N 
LANGUAGES INSTITUTE, 280, Bloomsbury Mansions, 
Hart Street, London, W.C. 1.

FREE APPLICATION FORM

smhancoal Nev College, Oxford, wzites ^fB'^ 
eh^hest praise. and deserves‛ "su"i2ue." (S.D.115)
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BOOKS WORTH READING.
A REMARKABLE book has been written by M. 
Ch Alfred Fabre Luce. In La Victoire (Nouvelle 

Revue Francaise, Paris, 12 francs) he deals with the 
causes of the war and the failure of the peace. The 
subjects are not new, but for the first time views are 
expressed upon them by a Frenchman which are not 
indiscriminately pro-French. In fact, M. Luce might 
be a neutral or even a moderate-minded German; it 
is his impartial attitude that is remarkable, and also 
that his book has already reached a ninth edition. 
Tbic ip itself comes as a reminder that Paris and the 
Paris press, as their utterances commonly reach this 
country, is not the whole of France, and that other 
voices, ■even if they cry in a wilderness,, can be heard. 
The first and larger part of the book to a considerable 
degree reinforces the German contention that in the 
Versailles Treaty she and her allies have been unjustly 
saddled with the whole of the war guilt. It is as yet 
far too early to apportion decisively the burden of 
responsibility ; it may be doubted whether this can 
ever be done and whether much practical good will 
be gained by .a decision. But it must be admitted that 
M. Luce has examined very carefully the actions of 
all the belligerents during July, 1914, and also the 
trend of their previous foreign policies ; his evidence 
is fully documented and his general conclusion is that 
none of the Governments concerned are without blame ; 
though he holds that more serious responsibility rests 
upon Russia, Serbia and Austria than is often assumed, 
the Government of his own country does not escape 
criticism. M. Luce’s conclusions may not command 
full acceptance, but they cannot be impatiently dis
missed. He is no less frank in speaking of the Peace, 
and his plea is tohave done with humbug, to cease from 
equivocating phrases and to face realities. He wrote 
before the scheme of the Protocol displaced the Pact 
of Mutual Guarantee; even so he can say, " L’organisme 
deGenve nous apparait commela rponse vivante aux 
fautesde 1914."

Dr. I.. P. Jacks is always a stimulating prophet; 
in this role he cannot have disappointed his audience 
at Yale. The lectures which he delivered there last 
year now appear in book-form as Responsibility and 
Culture (Yale University Press and H. Milford, 7s.). 
Unlike many prophets he is an optimist, and in his 
first chapter on The Alleged Sickness of Civilisation, 
it is the adjective that he emphasises. In this mood 
he is bold to say that “ the time has not yet come to 
order a .coffin for modern civilisation.” His remarks 
on Labour and Leisure and on Education cannot be 
discussed here, but attention must be called to his last 
chapter on International Trusteeship. He here makes 
a constructive suggestion to his American audience 
which deserves consideration by English readers ; this 
suggestion is for the creation of an International Court 
of Honour, supplementary to the League, and composed 
of nien of “ the highest talent in the judiciary, educa- 

mazalfdmsisstwndrelioious field, for the .purpose of

The friends of Italy—and who in England is not in I 
the-number of her friends ?—will welcome any light that I 
is thrown upon the present political situation in that 
country. The translation of Signor Bonomi’s From I 
Socialism to Fascism (Hopkinson, 7s. 6d.) comes oppor- l 
tunely. Though the book was written more than a year I 
ago, and much has happened in Italy since then, ‘Signor’ i 
Bonomi’s position -as Prime Minister for nine months’ I 
during the unstable post-war period of 1921-22 enables 
him to make a valuable contribution to the study of I 
contemporary politics. He has no reason to love the I 
present regime, at whose .hands his career has suffered, 
but he writes with calmness and almost as a detached' I 
observer of events. He shows very clearly the real I 
danger with which Communism beset the internal fabric I 
of the State immediately after the war, nd it is in a 
full understanding of this danger that the reason of the I 
immediate success of Fascism must be sought; it was I 
the weakness of the State that gave Mussolini his 
opportunity. Not less admirable is the account of the I 
several political parties, the old factions that have I 
marked Italian history in the past seeming to be in- I 
eradicable and to be repeating themselves in sub- l 
division at the present time.. But what has Signer I 
Bonomi to- say of the future ? ' He regards the prospect I 
without despair;', he considers Fascism to be an inter- I 
lude, since the weakness of which it was’the product, I 
and which, it may be added, it continues to exemplify, I 
is “ the weakness of youth and not of age.” He ends 
on a note of confidence; when the interlude ends a 
“ the frivolous, sceptical and -self-seeking breed of | 
politicians that had no inkling of how to promote the 
moral recovery of Italy will have vanished, and the I 
ideals of democracy will have permeated the masses I 
so thoroughly that they will never again be led astray I 
by the glamour of dictatorship.” The observant will I 
note the significance of the four adjectives in this I 
sentence which supply the key to much of the puzzle of 
Italian politics.

The present character of any country is very largely I 
determined by the conscious or unconscious influence of. I 
its past history. Poland is a particular case in point;. I 
it is easy to criticise the attitude of its Government 
towards its neighbours and to decry its great ambitions, 
but before any judgment can be passed upon it, it is I 
necessary to understand the circumstances which have 
gone to make the people of to-day. Professor Roman I 
Dyboski has provided material for a judgment .of this ■ 
kind. Last year he delivered a course of lecturesiat 
King's College, London, and these are now published 
under the title, Outlines of Polish History (Allen 0 
Unwin, 7s. 6dJ. Dr. Dyboski has a perfect command 
of English ; he writes clearly and without a suspicion.] 
of dullness. This is his least commendation, for 11 
book fulfils the promise of its title, and he sketchesd 
all essential detail the past thousand years of Mo 
national life. Few countries havg-.^sggu'e^ eion 
reverses of fortuneaTapr-nr beginnings 2 'wSM 

fEZed in the seventocnth with awide spreadaoitan I second to nonein Euding Centre, the homeolarFrom

ha, successivesPaeshas marked her new birth, J

E actions to-day a nm remember Poland'skude, B Englishmen, rt is for them andcruel Seeience,
LyXT ef

Should fill them with wonder and understanding rather 
than with complaints as they observe her to-day. 
polisb policy is influenced by these causes, and is still 

plicated by fears and dangers which appear to her very 
Ereal. This explains her outlook as well as her depen- 
Edence on foreign alliances and her inflated army, but 
I Professor Dyboski is wise enough to hope “ that the 
■ League of Nations may become strong enough in course 
Woftime to protect the freedom of peoples against such 
Edangcrs." His account of his country will lead to a 

sympathetic understanding of the difficulties of its 
position.
I There only remains space for a bare mention of Sir 
J. F. Williams’ exposition of The Geneva Protocol 
(Allen& Unwin, is.). This is a valuable addition to the 
literature already published on the subject.—H. W. F.

MONSIEUR HENRY RUFFIN LOOKS 
AT THE LEAGUE.

TT was the concierge at the Grand Hotel of Territet, 
so M. Ruffin, would have us believe, who first inspired 

him with the idea of writing "Croyez-vous a la Socit des 
Nations ? ” (Plon, Paris). The ex-Caliph had just 
arrived, freshly deposed, in Territet, and the sentiments 
lei the concierge on hearing that M. Ruffin was hastening 
from theonce august presence to attend the Council 
mecting in Geneva are eloquently expressed .thus : 
" ■ ■ ■ ■” Feeling that this attitude is too common 
among those who have never seen the League at work, 
it Ruffinset out to bring Geneva to those who can- 
not go there, and he does so in a series of vivid sketches 
brightened, with that wit that is only to be found in 
France. No institution that cannot stand being 
laughed at deserves to exist, and the League comes out 
rone the worse for a little raillery. If there was no 
lumourtobe got out of Geneva, what a deadly place it 
vould be., M. Ruffin is not entirely flippant; behind 
lis jokes there is always a serious effort to persuade his 
Tcaders of the value of the League. Only once- has he 
peen a little unfair—in his chapter on the rescue of 
deported women and children from Turkey. It is a 
!ity to give the idea that Miss Jeppe’s excellent 
work has led to no result whatever, when a single,sen- 
trace would have corrected the impression.
To the descriptive part of the book is added the 

Tou ofa series of interviews in which leading French- 
pen give their opinions on the League. Perhaps this 
Intron is the most important to the serious student of 
nternational affairs. But 1 would recommend him to 
nnumesomchow for the whole book. An hour in bed 
daytimsutice, if such trifling is not permitted in the

Correspondence.
EGYPT AND THE LEAGUE. 

To the'Editor of Headway.

con-sidroday I be allowed to submit two points for 
the above Ssg8sted by the letter of Mr. C. E. Maurice on principle WP k?-? your last issue ? Granted that, in case as We"qshould show a readiness " to treat our own to me scarcg the collisions of other nations," it seems 
Polshevilk CYlair to bracket our Government with the 
accept two woyemnment of Russia. The latter . does _ not of contract mn principles of civilisation, namely, sanctity 
„elat.ons with 01 anctity of humanlife; its conduct and 
Tecognise thecoerstates clearly indicate that it does not 
Munitics. Itisil ’ Y standards of civilised Christian com-

15 iPoSsibleto deny that the stern measures 

resorted to by our Government in the case of Egypt were 
entirely actuated by a sincere desire to preserve peace 
and to preclude further criminal irruptions. The Egyptians 
have themselves plainly demonstrated their inability to 
check crimes, many of which are in all probability directed 
from Moscow, while there'are already signs of improved 
conditions in Egypt as a result of our Government’s firm 
action.

Further, as Mr. Maurice says, " Murder and con
spiracy must be firmly repressed.” But all the facts 
go to show that, in the absence of any stimulus from 
without, such things, would never be effectively repressed 
by a, completely autonomous Egypt. In my humble 
judgment, only a very credulous person Could expect the 
League of Nations, as at present constituted arid developed, 
to be capable of such essential repression and prevention. 
No amount of moral gesture would be adequate to deal 
with the situation’!1'' However desirable it may be eventually 
to recognise Egyptian independence, it would appear that 
this recent deplorable.outbreak of lawlessness and crime 
is in itself enough to show how very inappropriate and ill- 
advised such an experiment would be at the present moment. 
—Yours, &c. Trevor Tokxros-BERRY.

Leominster.

Mr. J. E. Harper, of 40, St. George’s Road, Harrogate, 
sends the following quotation from a leader in the " Man
chester Guardian,” and asks what is the authority for the 
statement regarding,the League of Nations Union :—

"The position taken up by the Government, and 
which it has' formally communicated to the Secretariat 
of the League, that under no circumstances would it admit 
the right of the League or of anybody else to question 
our absolute right to discipline the Egyptian people and 
Government as best to,us may seem, is, we believe, as 

' indefensible, in law as it is contrary to the whole spirit 
of the League, and the fact that in this the Government 
has received the full support of the. British League of 
Nations Union is, to our thinking, one of the most serious 
blows yet inflicted on the credit of the League and the 
obligations of the Covenant.”

There is no ground for any such sweeping’Statement, as is 
here made, A memorandum was sent from the League of 
Nations Union Headquarters to branches pointing out that 
while there were some questions in dispute with Egypt 
which clearly ought to have been referred to the League, 
there were others regarding which that claim could not 
reasonably be mode. The, Union has never, committed 
itself to any gcneial vindication of the Government’s action, 
though it was pointed out by Prof. Gilbert Murray that 
o far as the. strict letter of the law was concerned the 
Government had it on their side.'

ESPERANTO.
To the Editor of Headway.

Sir,’—I have just received the December Headway, 
and would like to endorse most, wholeheartedly the letter 
on the Esperanto movement and the international spirit 
from Major Edwards.

The Union might give a very uscfullead by urging that 
all its members have at least one foreign correspondent. 
If the member can writcin the language of his correspondent, 
well and good ; but it is not considerate to ask the foreigner 
to use English. Probably the grcat majority of the members 
of both the British and foreign societies have not the 
opportunity to acquire a foreign language,, and for these 
Esperanto, of which a working knowledge can be obtained 
in a few, months, offers the- possibility of foreign inter- 
comjse.-—Yours, ,&c.C. M. CATHER.

Port Said (Torquay group.)

To the Editor of Headway.
SIR,—I think it is a pity that the question of Esperanto 

is raised again. There are several competing languages 
for the position of a world tongue, and the need for an 
impartial investigation by an independent body becomes 
greater and greater. Till this takes place it would be a
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pity for a paper like Headway to advocate any particular

""he language that should be chosen ought to be the most 
perfect in every way, irrespective of anything else.

The International Auxiliary Language Association of 
Kent Hall, Columbia University, New York City, U.S.A., 
give any information asked for.—Yours, &c,

R. S. W. Pollard.Reading.

burden of armaments.” Moreover, future possible wars 
would be deprived of their most awful horror.

This is McDougall's plan in barest outline. Nothing more 
is possible in a letter. What the present writer would like 
to know is whether this plan has ever been Seriously con
sidered, and whether in the event of the rejection of the 
Protocol, or with a view to strengthening it, the suggestion 
might not yet be carefully examined. Yours, &c..

Warrenpoint, CO. Down. J. S. RUTHERFORD.

THINGS THAT MATTER.
To the Editor of Headway.

S,_ May I suggest that, at the next and future meetings 
of the League of Nations Union steps should be taken to 
provide for a fair discussion of all the items on the Agenda 
in proportion to their importance. .

On December 19th the whole morning session, which is 
the most valuable part of the day, was taken up with 
discussion of a single point—the. vote of money for the 
Union's work during the year. I admit the importance 
of such a vote, but I cannot see that the work of the Union 
is helped by a long and, at times, acrimonious discussion, 
in which the same arguments are repeated again and again 
without influencing a single vote. The minority which took 
up most of the time was so small that I am inclined to sug
gest that next time we should have the voting first and the 
discussion afterwards.

The real business on D ce ber 19th was a discussion 
and decision on the Geneva Protocol. As
we did not reach this point until we were too 
late to deal with it adequately.—Yours, &c.

it happened, 
tired and too

Saffron Walden. J. E. Allen.

A LEAGUE AIR FORCE.

To the Editor of Headway.
Sir,—I have just finished reading a remarkable book 

by William McDougall, entitled " Ethics and Some Modern 
World Problems.” The main portion of the book has no 
direct bearing on the League of Nations, but Appendix I, 
an “ Outline of the one and only practicable plan for 
bringing about the Disarmament of Nations and the 
reign of International Justice,” and Appendix II, on 
“ Psychology, Disarmament and Peace,” most decidedly 
have.

McDougall argues very convincingly that there is no 
reasonable hope of persuading the Powers to disarm until 
national security is effectively guaranteed. This, he 
maintains, is just where the present government' of the 
League breaks down. Obviously this is true, and the 
strongest argument in favour of the Protocol is that it is 
a move in the direction of providing more effective " sanc
tions." But after reading Headway, November, 1924, 
pp. 205 and 207, one cannot help feeling that the guarantee 
provided by, the Protocol is stil too indefinite. The 
liability of the various nations is purposely left undefined. 
One does not require an elaborate explanation of the 
motive for such .vagueness. Even if, however, the various 
Governments could be induced to make perfectly definite 
military and naval commitments, the plan would be far 
from satisfactory. It would involve a slow and cumbrous 
procedure, and in the end there would be no absolute 
guarantee of success. What is needed, McDougall contends, 
is " a weapon -which can be maintained at small expense 
in perfect readiness for almost instantaneous action in 
any part of the world ; a weapon that can be wielded by a 
small body of trained experts in a war that can overcome 
the resistance of an armed nation ; a weapon which no 
nation can develop and perfect in secret.”

His plan is simple—on paper, at least. The Court of 
International Justice is to be equipped with a small but 
highly effective air-force ; and the Great Powers are to 
establish by treaty as the prime article, of International 
Law that no nation shall maintain an air force of its own 
(either for military or commercial purposes). The right 
to navigate the air is to be confined absolutely to the air
force of the International Authority, “ under the protec
tion of an International Authority, thus effectively armed— 
armed with a thunder-bolt of overwhelming power that 
could be launched against any State with a delay of only 
a few hours or days—every nation, it might fairly be 
hoped, would be willing and glad to divest itself of the

BUSINESS AND CHARITY.
Mr. A. Lancaster Smith, Arcot .Orchard, Sidmouth, 

writes regarding the work carried on by Miss Jeppe at 
Aleppo for Christian women and children withdrawn from 
Moslem surroundings, suggesting that it is extraordinary 
that while the League can raise a loan of £10,000,000 for 
Greece without the smallest difficulty, it cannot raise the 
£40,000 or £50,000 which Miss Jeppe considers necessary 
for the completion of her work.

The argument unfortunately is fallacious. The Greek 
I.oan was subscribed by private investors in this country 
and elsewhere, because it was regarded as a sound financial 
proposition, and confidence was created by the fact that ■ 
the League of Nations undertook to supervise the 
expenditure of the money. I here is nothing to suggest 
that a loan for the work Miss Jeppe is carrying on could be 
regarded as a business proposition at all, for though a 
certain number of the women and children concerned may 
be able to become self-supporting, that would apply to 
nothing like the whole number. Money given for this 
most deserving enterprise must be regarded as charity, 
and, unfortunately again, the League has no surplus funds 
available for charity.

Money could, of course, be given, arid, indeed; 
administered, through the League, if the Governments of 
the member States see fit to contribute it. Advocates of 
this kind of organised charity should,- therefore, clearly 
address themselves to their own Governments ; in this 
case of course, to the. British Government. The League, 
as a-League, could not even adopt Mr. Lancaster Smith’s 
secondary suggestion and guarantee a fair rate of interest 
on funds raised for Miss Jeppe’s work. It could do that 
if one of the member States chose to make a proposal to 
that effect, if the proposal were adopted by the other 
member States, and if they each of them individual y 
undertook to make the liability their own—for obviotlsly 
any expenditure in which the League might be involved 
in such a cause as the Aleppo work would have to come 
out of the annual contributions, made by the member 
States. Miss Jeppe is receiving some small support from 
voluntary donations, which the Imperial War Relief 
Fund, 26, Gordon Square, W.C.i, is willing to receive ana 
administer.

****8,,
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League Demonstration at Brockley.
I On Saturday, December 20th, the annual Christmas 
Toy Service at Lewisham High Road Congregational 
church, Brockley, was made the occasion for a demonstra

tion on the League. Four children handed the minister a sword and a ploughshare, spears and a pruning-hook. 
End he sheathed the sword and put away the spears.
■ He then entered a rowing boat placed in front of the. 
pulpit, and asked those present to imagine, they were 
iavelling across the lake to Geneva. As he read out 
the names of the fifty-five member-States of the League,, 
ch’ldren seated in the gallery unrolled their flags, till all 
fifty-five were unfurled. ■

■Competition at Farnham.
I The Farnham branch h 
among its members for 
the best motto for the 
Lcague. This < ompetition 

lough: to produce very in- 
tercsting results.

[Summer Schools.

It may seem 
talk of summer

early to
schools, 

but, after all, those of us 
Who wish to spend our 
holidays abroad usually 
ha\ e to arrange them some 
months ahead.

* *

offered a prize of two guineas

ments .were given by supporters of the Union in Sacriston, 
and the result was a clear profit Of (gfor the branch.'

*
Ealing and League News.

An original feature of the work of the Ealing branch 
is the publication of a monthly bulletin, in which both 
the activities of the branch and matters of general interest 
connected with the League finds a place. . The January 
Bulletin contains a short1 and lucid explanation of the 
Geneva Protocol and its relation to the Covenant, a sum- 
mary. of Senator Borah's article on the effectiveness of 
moral force, an account of the December Council Meeting 
of the Union, and a few words on Lord Cecil’s visit to 
New York to receive the firstaward of the Woodrow Wilson 
Foundation.

*
Ilford’s Christmas Appeal.

Last month we mentioned the " personal canvass ” 
campaign organised by theRadlett branch. Ilford have 
adopted a similar method in sending to 30 members 30 
copies of a circular letter to be delivered at (he houses 
in their immediate neighbourhood, and followed up if 
necessary by a personal call. “ Silent sympathy achieves 

, nothing,'' the circular pointedly s: " k 
few doors from your own home, 
member responsible for each set
follows.

vs. " You can join a
The address of the 

of homes circularised

♦

A Birthday Present.,,
A member of the Committee of

Foundation School, Juni branch,
Spital Square Central 
proposed to give the

MEMBERSHIP OF THE UNION AS ENROLLED AT 
HEADQUARTERS.

Jan, 
Jan. 
Jan, 
Jan, 
Jan, 
Jan. 
Jan

1920

1922
1923 
192-4
1925

3,841
10,000 
60,000

150,031
230,456

432,478
436,209

League a birthday present 
on January 10th. • As this 
was found to be impossi
ble, they have sent a 
present of a guinea to 
the Union, which grate
fully acknowledges it.

*

GENEVA PUBLICATIONS.
(Obtainable from Messrs. Constable G Co., 12, Orange Street, W 2)

FFIIE Armaments Year Book, which has just been com l 1 oiled by the Secretariat, is an enormous volumeo 10 1
80 pages ; the first result of the pledge given by.m1 | 
States in the Covenant that they will exchange; fn l 
frank information as regards national armaments. (17s' ’ 9

Other recent publications are:—
Council, Thirtieth Session, Minutes. 12s. Gd net. I 
“ Danzig: Free City of.” General Report by,te I

Secretary-General for the ■ period April-October 1
C. 580. M. 197. 1924. i. 2d. net. _ „ I

“ Intellectual work : Enquiry into the Condition Dic I 
First Series : General Question, The Conditions II. | 
and Work of Musicians. Brochure PO.3the Various I 
1s.6d.net. Second Series: Intellectual Life in Brochure 
countries. Czechoslovakia : Technical Science.
No. 39. 4d. net. " ” . I

" Saar Basin ” : General Report by the SCSM.1gs.
General for the priod April-October, 1924 " 5 
1924. i. 2d. net.

I A parly of cmployersof -. 
ahour, workers’ re presen- 

paves and private indi- Mduals intcrested in world 
orsan.sed to visit the
Facitsnce,o.wli ch opens on May 10 in Geneva.

Informal 0. visi ting the l.L.O. and Secretariat, and
F'Angcd (A , 1 the Conference agenda have been 
faze, together with second-class returnI A s •10 ’ a fortnight £13 iOs.
(ambridgm ros hool will be held at Trinity College, 
beaccommodan .U‘Y, 31to August T- Men students will 
l,ar by. The f the College, women students in rooms 
41 guineas, 15 or accommodation and lectures is

BRANCHES.
On January 17, 1925, the number of Branchies was 1,988, 

Junior Branches 202, and Corporate Members'983.

labour legislation is being 
seventh International Labour

K Theinto the di Geneva Summer School-has now developed 
whose .auspices a n tituteof International Relations, under 
erranged for en1c80 f lectures and discussions have been toguineas incitnssusecond week in August. The fee is 
eave London ~ : Assembly tours of a week each will 
aninclusivefeen, nidays, September 4, 11, 18 and 25, for 
F,1 1 1 1 1 guineas.I detailswill be announced later.

* * ♦ *gacriston Starts Well.
.A ne w branL 1

Fth a meeting at sjust.been inaugurated at Sacriston 
Hovel feature of th. Which 40 members were enrolled. A 
the audience at a neeting was a supper given afterwards 

at a charge of gd. per head. The refresh-

News from Scotland.
The Dundee branch 

chose Peace Sunday for 
an energetic forward 
movement. At their 
suggestion, . over thirty 
sermons on various as- 
poets of the I.eague were
preached on that day, 

in Dundee and the surrounding district, and many 
of the preachers emphasised the necessity for indi
vidual members of the congregation to support the League 
by joining the Union. An appeal has since been made , 
to the churches to become corporate members.

Downfield Study Circle, which has held monthly meetings 
every winter for-four years, devoted its January meeting 
to the Permanent Court. Mr. H. J. Charlton, M. A., LL.B., 
gave an address on " International Law and the League." 
Mr. Charlton pointed out "that the Court has no power to, 
compel arbitration or to enforce its decisions, and showed 
how it was hoped to supplement its limited scope by the 
provisions of the Protocol.

The former' president of the. branch has resigned on 
becoming president of a political organisation, and his' 
place has been taken by Mr. Richard Davidson, manager 
of the General Billposting Co.

The annual report of the Inverness branch bears witness, 
to a very successful year. In the last twelve months its 
membership has been almost doubled, and 97 per cent, 
of the first year’s members have renewed their subscrip
tions. As a result of lectures given, by special request, 
by members of the branch at Nairn and Elgin, new branches 
have been formed in both these towns. In addition to 
organising meetings and addresses to school children, the 
branch has reached a wider public by showing the Union’s 
World Peace Film.
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WELSH NOTES. .

Arrangements are being made foraseries ofspecia 
conferences and public meetings to be held at certain I 
centres in Car marthenshire and Glamorganshire during 
January and early February. To- the conferences are 
invited representatives of branches and of all churches 
for the purpose i of discussinglocal organisation. At-the 
public meetings the aims and activities of the League are1 
dealt with, due attention being given to the Geneva Pro. 
tocol. The president of the Welsh National Council, the I 
Rt. Rev. the Lord Bishop of St; Davids, willattend end 
address conferences and meetings at no less than twelve j 
of the centres within the next few weeks. Duringthe 
latter part.of. February, and the month of. Marchiarrange. 
merits'; will be made for similar meetings throughout North 
Wales and the remaining counties of Sou th Wales, it

Great gratitude is due to the willing band of men and I 
women, who place their sservices so generously at our dis 
posal in giving lectures on our behalf in various parts 
of - Wales!" Outstanding amongst them are; Mrs.' Peter 
Hughes-Griffiths, London; Major Wheldon, D:.., 
of the University College, Bangor:. Mr. F; Lleweilyn- 
Jones, B-A., LL.B., of Mold ; and Mr. Sydney Herbert, 
MA, of the University College, Aberystwyth. If space 
permitted, many more names could be added to this list. I

it is proposed to hold the 1925 Annual Conference of 1 
the. Welsh National Council .during Whitweek. The first | 
day. will be occupied with meetings at Aberystwyth, and 
the second with a demonstration and public meetings 
at Tregaron.

Jie KehsisAM Assembly, . . '
• On January 19 a Model Assembly was held in Kensington 

Town Hall, atwhich forty-six countrieswere represented 
The Assembly devoted two sessions to a discussion on 

I" arbitration and disarmament. Mr. Henry Vivian prcsidcih ? 
■ over the first and Mr. C. Roden Buxton over ,he second - 

session.Amengthe speakers were Mr. G. B Boo , .. 
Maj or J. W. Hills and Mrs. I. M. Swanwick. Di. Leslie 
Burgin acted as interpreter. . m.1. G

- On the birthday of the League another kind of mock ’• 
. Assembly was held at Buttershaw. Here all fftyaoun -' 

countrieswererepresentedby children, and in the debate on . 
disarmament the delegates read extracts from actua .
speeches at Geneva. „ ... ...

Miss Royden at West Hartlepool.
i On January8, Miss .Maude Royden addressed a crowded ■ 
meeting in. West Hartlepool Town Hall, j Sir Wilfrid . 
Sugden, M.P., was in the chair, and he was supported on 
the platform by the Mayor and Mayoress of West Hartlepool, - 
the Mayoress of Hartlepool, every minister in the two

- Hartlepools, and two representatives of each of the three 
' political parties. Miss Royden - pleaded - for the - use of 

. “ allthe fightinginstincts we have got to rid the world or 
poverty7, crime, vice and war.”

****
Recent Activities in Whitstable.
. By a special Christmas campaign the Whits table Branch . 

L have added 100 new members, bringing their total numbers
well over 400, On January 12,, Mr. F. O. Tindley gave an 
address on"‘European Commerce and the League.

Chance Favours the Union.
' Mr. W. J. Glaisher, of Lee, found a membership applica

tion form on the floor of arailway carriage,and immediately 
filled it up and sent it to headquarters. The disdainful one 
whothrew away the formin thefirst place has done the 
Uniona good turn, ; for Mr, Glaisher has promised to85 
several more members. 'A . .

EDUCATIONAL.

00K BOXES (20 boks) available for Study Circles. Special League.ol 
. XatlonsSection—Appl§LDWZDWMIGIIT&CAVLSDISLBLSTINCKLIBRARI, 

15, Dean's Yard, S.W,I.

WANTED—Women Writers!
Earn While Learning.

Learn to Write ARTICLES and STORIES:EarnwvhileIcarning.
Make Spare Hours Profitable. Write for; free illustrated booklet. 
—Regent Institute (Dept. 219), 13, Victoria Street, S.W.1. •

Notice to Advertisers
------
All communications concerning Adver- 

' tisement space in Headway should be 
addressed to-

The Advertisement Manager,

FLEETWAY PRESS, LTO, 3-9.DANE ST., HOLBORN, W.C,

LEAGUE OF NATIONS UNION.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIIP(per annluu,.

Menbership and monthlycopy of HLADWAV,. "uiniwto", 3s. 6d. (inWales and Monmouthshire 5$.). <
Membership, HEADWAY, and allpamphletsissued,minimun,("
Membership, minimum, is.
The above minimum subseriptions do not provide sufficicut 

funds to carry on the work of the League of Nations Vnion, 
either in the Branches or at Headquarters. Members are thners: 
fore asked to make their subscriptions as much larger "a" 
these minima aS they can afford.

A "corporate member” pays a year and promises to'*1 
deavour to secure that every member oftheChurain Club or Institute or Branch of a Society shall become an 1J 
dividual member of the Union, and in return recer- a 
copy of HEADWAY, the monthly journal of the Unionutngstb 

, with the various pamphlets and similar literature publiste° 
the Uniol. . '. .metl 
7 AU subscriptions run for12monthsfromthedateof PSY™lidu 
and become renewable on the first day of the month1. ‘ j 
the first subscription was paid. ' a .1

Applications to join the Union should be made to. the/cNtioms 
of a local Branch or to ' the Secretary, Leagno Ot and 
Union, 15, Grosvenor Crescent, London, S. ; . OUFNatious
postal orders should be made payable to —eag" - 1
Union" and crossed- Midland Bank. .. | 

.. Particulars of the work in Wales and Monniouthshiresaytne 
obtained'from the Honorary Director of the Wes ark Place, 
Rev. Gwilym Davies, M.A., 10, Richmond Terrace, " 1
Cardiff. -- A y -ctMgAA "A g
7:. Please forward your copy of HEADWAY to yourfriends | 
seas. - Also see that your Public Library has oHe:,. -

is published: by Iha-League of .W ►' I "
13, Grosvenor Crescent, S.JV.1. „

Telegrams : ‘ ‘ Freenat, Knights London- ■ 
Telephone: Victoria 9780.

LighHolboro,

All communications.advertisemenlsmus 28 a
Pl^etaayDress, 3-9, Dane Stnet; 1.^ HMorn. """ ‘
to the offices, of the Union. . - ■ - -
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